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The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
Rec. Center Contractor Fired D8lta Chl * Rectartermeirt
Denied by Greek Council
Dr. Geoffrey Newman 
Dean of the School of the Arts
Shayna Jacobs 
News Editor
The administration has con­
firmed that as of Feb. 15, the date 
of Recreation Center general con­
tractor Controlled Construction, 
Inc.’s termination, construction 
operations on the $22 million Rec. 
Center have ceased.
The university anticipates a 
judgment from Controlled’s surety, 
ARCH Insurance Company, on 
Monday on whether ARCH will 
itself resume control of the proj­
ect in place of its client. If ARCH 
declines the request, the university 
will resume completion through its 
own means.
“If the surety (ARCH) takes over, 
it w ill have the responsibility to 
perfotm and [execute]»payments” 
said Greg Bressler, Associate Vice 
President for University Facilities. 
“If not, the university would find a 
methodology to complete construc­
tion and then go to the surety for 
reimbursement.”
Bressler continued, “If [ARCH] 
chooses not to reimburse [the uni­
versity], then we’d go to litigation.” 
Six and half months after the 
project’s originally slated comple­
tion, the expected date was pushed 
back to June 1. Bressler said that 
whether the June 1 date w ill remain 
a legitimate prospect depends on 
ARCH’s decision.
“We do not believe it’s [early 
June] at this point,” said Bressler.
The university may be respon­
sible for re-bidding contractors if 
ARCH does not resume the job,
according to Bressler.
“It would be a time-consuming 
situation,” he said.
ARCH representative and con­
tact for the Controlled Construction 
bid Mary Jean Anderson was 
not available for comment on 
Wednesday.
“We presume we will hear on 
Monday as to what’s going to hap­
pen,” said Bressler. “We expect to 
hear from them by the close of the 
business day [Monday].”
The Contracting Officer to the 
Rec. Center project is Vice President 
for Finance and Treasurer Don 
Cipullo. Cipullo, in accordance to 
his contractually mandated author-
SEE ‘CONTRACTOR’ P. 2
Jessica Suico 
Feature Editor
The representatives of the Greek 
Council, in a closed ballot, decided to 
vote down the bill rechartering the 
Montclair State University chapter 
of Delta Chi, a Class IV organiza­
tion of the Student Government
The state-wide budget cut imple­
mented by Gov. Jon Corzine for the 
2007 fiscal year reduced direct state 
support to the nine public four-year 
institutions by nearly $90 million, 
with a $300 million abstract figure 
that includes monies typically allot­
ted for salary increases.
In what was the state’s response 
to an extensive, compiling debt, 
Montclair State University, the 
second-largest college in the New 
Jersey, lost roughly $18 million (in 
direct funds) of its $245 million 
annual budget, as was alluded to by 
President Susan A. Cole at a Sept. 5 
University Senate meeting.
A MONTCLARION SPECIAL REPORT
Shayna Jacobs 
News Editor
On a dewy afternoon in January, 
Dr. Geoffrey Newman, Dean of the 
School of the Arts, took a hiatus 
from his daily regime of back-to- 
back meetings to reflect on his 
domain and its standing amidst the 
fiscal blow to New Jersey’s public 
higher education institutions in the 
past year.
The demeanor of this charis­
matic campus presence morphed 
to a focused concern. In a seated 
posture reminiscent of Rodin’s “The 
Thinker,” the 20-year veteran of 
MSU reached a realization of his 
harsh reality.
“We can survive this year,” said 
Newman of the School of the Arts. 
“Next year, we literally have to 
start eliminating opportunities.”
“W e can  su rvive th is year
opportunities.”
Dr. Geoffrey Newman (above), Dean of the School of the Arts, reflected 
on the effect of the F.Y. 2006 financial squeeze. '
... N ex t year w e  literally  
have to  start e lim in atin g
Controlled Construction Inc., the Rec. Center’s former general contractor, was terminated by the university 
on Feb. 15. University officials said they hope to hear news about the construction’s takeover on Monday. SEE ‘BUDGET’ P. 4
Association, during late Tuesday’s 
meeting.
“There was a mixture of feelings 
[throughout the fraternity] about 
[the Greek Council ruling] ranging 
from sadness to embarrassment. 
Personally, I am embarrassed,” said 
Delta Chi President Matthew Kelly. 
Kelly said that the situation was “a 
reflection of our performance over 
the last two years.”
During the meeting, members 
debated over the recharterment of 
the organization and resulted in 
the representative of Delta Xi Delta 
sorority, another Class IV organi­
zation of the SGA, bursting into 
tears over an incident involving 
brother. This resulted in a motion 
for a secret ballot vote. The vote 
failed to pass with an 11 to 15 with 
four abstentions.
“I don’t feel that [the vote fail­
ing] was a personal attack at all,” 
Kelly remarked in a private inter­
view regarding the allegations of 
the Delta Xi Delta member. “We 
have nobody to be angry with but 
ourselves.”
“I don’t fe e l that [the vo te  
fa ilin g ] w as a  personal 
attack at a l l ... W e have 
n ob od y to  b e  angry w ith  
but ourselves. ”
M atthew Kelly 
Delta Chi President
Delta Chi, a well-known social 
fraternity on campus, is the second 
fraternity in the Greek Council to 
be voted in this manner since the 
decharterment of Senate Fraternity 
in fah 2002.
Greek Council president Michael 
Pena suggests that the incident 
should be a lesson for other organi­
zations to act wiser in the future, 
but not to think of the organization 
as an example.
“Greek Council as a whole has 
a standard they want to hold orga­
nizations to,” said Daniel Peltz, 
Student Board of Trustee and Delta 
Chi brother. “Our performance 
since our last recharterment has 
not been up this standard. But 
we have a bunch of new members
SEE ‘DELTA CHI’ P. 6
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Rescindment of Election 
Procedures Bill, Denied by SGA
Karl de Vries 
Editor-in-chief
ity, sent a letter to the president of Controlled 
Construction on Feb. 15 following a Feb. 8 
warning statement.
The Montclarion was unable to reach 
Controlled president Eugene Polster for com­
ment on Wednesday.
“I am issuing this letter as the universi­
ty’s official notice of termination for cause 
of its contract with CCI, pursuant to Article. 
II, sub-paragraph 2.3 of the Contract,*read 
Cipullo’s termination letter.
Bressler, Cipullo and University Counsel 
Valerie Van Baaren agreed that to then- 
knowledge this termination of a contracting 
company is the first, and only one, in univer­
sity history.
Reasons for concern provided in the Feb. 
8 warning letter include the contractor’s fail­
ure to “provide building enclosure: including 
completion of roof (flat & clay tile), exterior 
curtain wall and exterior windows” and to 
“provide temporary protection for the par­
tially completed work to prevent damage 
from the weather, and provide temporary 
heat, electricity, etc., for interior construction 
activities.,.? -
“The university could turn to litigation 
with the bond company with regard to the 
decision not to take over the construction,” 
said Van Baaren. I
She said she could not yet comment on 
whether a “breach of contract” lawsuit was a 
consideration by the university.
“The university has been concerned about 
the level of progress as the extremely cold 
weather set in, in January,” said BresSler. 
“Late in January, [Controlled] was advised 
by the university that they neerW ¿nciose 
thebuilding”
Bressler said that if ARCH takes over the 
project, they would “presumably be negotiat­
ing with all contractors working on the job 
for Controlled.”
Controlled, as the general contractor of 
the project, issues sub-contracts and over­
sees the overall production. It presumes 
responsibility for the payment and execution 
of the subsidiaries.
Student recreation fees, paid by each 
MSU student, contribute to paying off the 
30-year Rec. Center bond. Cipullo said no 
arrangements have been made to amend 
students’ present fee-paying obligations due 
to the termination.
Harry McLellan, legal representation for 
Controlled Construction, did not respond to 
telephone contact attempts pn Wednesday.
Controlled Construction is located in 
Fairfield. McLellan is a senior name partner 
in a Paramus law firm.
Objecting ]agt week’s ratified Student 
Government Association election rules were 
raised at this week’s meeting, although no 
changes were made.
Legislator Andrew Gibson originally 
motioned for the reconsideration of the bill at 
the beginning of unfinished business, argu­
ing that only 13 legislators were present for 
the vote on the changes last week.
“I felt that we needed more numbers and 
should all agree on it. We can make a deci­
sion as a whole,” he said.
Two points of the rules change were con­
tested: the committee’s decision to ban cam­
paign tickets and to lower the budget of can­
didates to $275, down from a $500 individual 
allotment the previous year ($1,500 had been 
allotted to those running on a ticket).
“I felt that w e needed more 
numbers and should all agree on  
it. W e can m ake a decision as a
Andrew  Gibson 
S,GA Legislator
Last week, SGA Attorney General 
Anthony Guttilla told the legislature that 
previous elections had been too dependent 
on “giveaways” and other material campaign 
items, creating advantages for candidates
with larger bankrolls.
' Crmipiailiis were also made about the 
timing of last week’s election rules debate, 
which was the last order of business of the 
four-hour meeting.
Legislator Krystal Woolston, one of the 
legislators who had left the meeting early, 
claimed, “to do [the rules debate] last when 
there are few legislators here isn’t fair.”
In response, Lilia cited last semester’s five- 
member vote to deny the Justices’ decision 
to null InterVarsity Christian Fellowship’s 
decharterment.
A secret ballot vote was proposed by 
Gibson, which ultimately led to the failure of 
his motion by a 6-12 vote.
Following last week’s meeting, SGA Vice 
President Amy Chicken told The Montclarion 
that she felt that some of the changes “[were] 
a specific target on the current e-board,” and 
questioned if  the SGA realized the ramifica­
tions of approving such changes.
Petitions for e-board position hopefuls, 
requiring 300 signatures, are due by 3 p.m. 
on Friday. Elections are to be held from 
March 21 through the 28.
Jessica Sprovlero I The Montclarion
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M O N T C L A I R  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  j
Presents the Spring 2007 §
Margaret and Herman Sokol j
Science Lecture Series |
Dr. Robert Hazen |
Author of
“Genesis: The Scientific Quest for Life’s Origin” |
Thursday, March 29, 2007 1
8:00 p.m.
n
D r. H a zen  is  C la ren ce  J. R o b in so n  P r o fesso r  o f  E arth  S c ie n c e  a t G eo rg e  M a so n  U n iv e r s ity . H e  is  th e  co -a u th o r  o f  S c ie n c e  
M atters: A c h ie v in g  S c ie n tific  L itera cy . S in c e  1 9 9 4 , H a zen  h a s au th ored  The New Alchem ists: Breaking Through the Fron­
tiers o f  High-Pressure Research, The Diam ond M akers an d  Why Aren't Black H oles Black: Unanswered Questions a t the 
Frontiers o f  Science (w r itten  w ith  M a x in e  S in g e r ). H e  h a s ap p eared  o n  N B C ’s T h e T od ay  S h o w , C B S ’s N ig h tw a tc h ,
W G B H  (B o s to n ) N O V A  an d  n u m ero u s o th er  n a tio n a l an d  lo c a l T V  an d  rad io  p rogram s. H e  h a s a lso  co n trib u ted  a r tic le s  
an d  e d ito r ia ls  to  N e w sw e e k , T h e N e w  Y ork  T im es M a g a z in e , C h ro n ic le  o f  H ig h er  E d u ca tio n , T h e S c ie n tis t, an d  o th er p e ­
r io d ic a ls . D r. H a zen  is  a lso  an  a c c o m p lish e d  m u sic ia n  and  p la y s  th e  sy m p h o n ic  tru m p et p r o fe ss io n a lly .
Tickets, available at the Theater Box Office, are free to the MSU community and 
$10.00 for others.
www.themontclarion.org
MSU Campus Calendar
---- :  :
THURSDAY, 1 SUNDAY, 4
ISO: Movie Night, SC Commuter 
Lounge, 8 p.m.
ASSIST: Coffeehouse, SC Rath,
9 p.m.
Daylight Savings Time Begins
Peak Performances: Readings, 
Kasser Theater, 3 p.m.
Peak Performances: Dance
Collage, MSU Dance Theater, 
7:30 p.m. MONDAY, 5
Peak Performances: Readings, 
Kasser Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Spring Break!
FRIDAY, 2
TUESDAY, 6
Peak Performances: Readings, 
Kasser Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Spring Break!
SATURDAY, 3
Peak Performances: Readings, 
Kasser Theater, 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,? 
Spring Break!
NEWS
SGA Notes
-Kellen Polito re-appoint­
ed as justice
-C hib i-con appropro- 
ations passed
-Spring Bash apropria- 
tion passed
-S G A  Inaugural Ball 
appropriation passed
Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper pro­
viding one copy per person. 
Additional copies are $0.25
Corrections
In last weeks issue, the byline 
on pg. 4's article "Adult 
Learner" Replaces "Non- 
Traditional Student in SGA 
should have been Gloria 
Zitkus.
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The Police 
Report:
Petty Thefts Occur On MSU 
Main Campus
3-2-07 - University police issed munici­
pal summonses to  Tim othy Greener, 20, 
Danielle Dapikam, 19, M ichelle Kalinshi, 
20, and Christopher Bush, 19, fo r consum­
ing alcohol under the legal age at Clove 
Road Apartments.
Local News COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH
ATLANTIC CITY - At least two 
people woke up Wednesday on 
their way to becoming million­
aires.
Someone bought a winning 
ticket for the record $370 mil­
lion Mega Millions jackpot in 
Dalton, Ga., and another win­
ning ticket was purchased in 
Woodbine, lottery representa­
tives in the two states said early 
Wednesday.
There could be more win­
ners, too — California’s results 
were slowed early Wednesday 
by the high volume of sedes.
California Lottery spokesman 
Rob McAndrews said it would 
likely be midmoming before he 
knows for sure.
The other nine states involved 
in the lottery struck out, said 
Mardele Cohen, spokeswoman 
for the Ohio Lottery, which com­
piles all the states’ information.
The winning numbers were 
16-22-29-39-42, with the Mega 
Ball being 20.
HOBOKEN - Hoping an as- 
yet-unseen video of his drunk­
en driving arrest and subse­
quent Breathalyzer tests will 
prove his innocence, Hoboken 
City Councilman Christopher 
Campos rejected a plea deal in 
New York yesterday.
Campos turned down an 
offer from the New York County 
prosecutor to plead guilty to 
“impairment,” a lesser charge 
than driving while intoxicated. 
Under the plea, Campos likely 
would have had a $300 fine, 
a 90-day driver’s license sus­
pension and been required to 
attend an anti-drunken driving 
program.
MIDDLETOWN - An Ocean 
County jury today convicted 
Michael LaSane of murder in the 
1996 kidnapping and carjack- 
ing death of Middletown school 
teacher Kathleen Weinstein.
The jury of seven men and 
five women also found LaSane 
guilty of kidnapping, carjacking 
and armed robbery.
In convicting LaSane, jurors 
accepted the prosecution’s argu­
ment that LaSane kidnapped 
Weinstein from the Toms River 
Shopping Center and killed her 
in a wooded area.
National News COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH
3-4-07 - Unknow n person(s) caused dam ­
age to  a bush located at Clove Road 
Apartments.
3-4-07 - A  student reported the theft o f  
her tw o cellular phones at the Red Hawk 
Diner.
3-4-07 - A  student reported dam age to  
their m otor vehicle in lot 46. The vehicle 
was sprayed with a fire extinguisher.
3-5-07 - A  student reported the theft o f 
her cell phone in the Student Center caf­
eteria.
BLOOMINGTON, IL. - When 
Dee Riddle heard the breaking 
glass, she thought her bathroom 
mirror must have shattered.
What she found was quite 
different: A grayish metallic 
object about the size of a deck 
of cards had crashed through 
a bedroom window and into a 
computer table.
Intrigued scientists from 
nearby Illinois State University 
said it was likely a meteorite.
“In my 36 years of investigat­
ing meteorite calls, this looks 
like the real thing,” said Robert 
Nelson, a geology professor at
ISU. The last confirmed meteor­
ite to strike Bloomington was in 
the ‘30s, he said.
NEW YORK - Fast-food chain 
McDonald’s is testing a bigger, 
high-end Angus burger that 
costs a little bit more for the 
extra weight, according to a 
published report Wednesday.
The Chicago Tribune said 
the new “Third Pounder” is cur­
rently available only in about 
600 restaurant locations in 
Southern California. At one- 
third of a pound, the burger is 
the biggest on the McDonald’s
menu at outlets where it is 
being tested.
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA. - 
Astronaut Lisa Nowak, a moth­
er of three children, was fired 
from NASA on Wednesday, a 
month after she was charged 
with trying to kidnap a woman 
she regarded as her romantic 
rived for the affection of a space 
shuttle pilot.
NASA officials said Nowak’s 
dismissal did not reflect the 
space agency’s belief in her guilt 
or innocence.
The agency said it lacked
an administrative system to 
handle the allegations.
“Because Nowak is a 
naval officer on assignment to 
NASA, rather them a NASA 
civil servant, she is not sub­
ject to administrative action by 
NASA,” agency officials said in 
a statement.
Nowak’s firing marked the 
first time NASA has publicly 
dismissed an astronaut, said 
space historian Roger Launius 
of the Smithsonian Institution. 
She is also the first active astro­
naut to be charged with a felony, 
he said.
International News COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - At least 30 
Iraqis were killed Wednesday 
when a suicide bomber detonat­
ed an explosive vest at a popular 
café in Balad Ruz, a police offi­
cial said.
The explosion ripped through 
a busy marketplace and wound­
ed another 40 Iraqis, said Gen. 
William Caldwell, a U.S. mili­
tary spokesman.
The marketplace was crowd­
ed mostly with Shiites, Caldwell 
said.
The bomber walked into the
café about 5:30 p.m. and deto­
nated the explosives among cus­
tomers, The Associated Press 
quoted police as saying.
Caldwell blamed al-Qaeda in 
Iraq, calling the café bombing 
targeting civilians “a classical 
AQI trademark.”
BELFAST, IRELAND - The 
people of Northern Ireland went 
to the polls Wednesday in a 
fresh effort to elect a new par­
liamentary assembly that could 
help to heal the troubled region’s
sectarian divide.
The hope is that assembly 
elections will round off the peace 
process begun in 1998 by seeing 
the Catholic Sinn Fein party, 
and their historical enemies, 
the Protestant hardliners of 
the Democratic Unionist Party, 
agree to serve together in a 
power-sharing executive.
Both parties also face chal­
lenges from the middle ground 
within their communities from 
the Protestant Ulster Unionists 
and the Catholic Social
Democratic and Labour Party 
(SDLP).
Around 1.1 million people are 
eligible to vote.
LAGOS, NIGERIA - The rul­
ing party candidate for Nigeria’s 
crucial presidential elections is 
undergoing medical consulta­
tions related to a kidney ailment, 
party officials said Tuesday.
Katsina Governor Umar 
Yar’Adua, of the People’s 
Democratic Party, is “with his 
doctors” because of a kidney
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CONTINUED FROM P.l
A Feb. 22 budget address by Corzine 
established uncertainty about the F.Y. 2008 
budget with regard to New Jersey’s higher 
education funding.
“ ... no one should let the calm of the ’08 
budget lull them into a false sense of secu­
rity,” said Corzine mid-address. He made 
no direct references to the future of higher 
education allocations.
Spheres of influence across 
MSU’s campus have been 
forced to mend accommoda­
tions pertinent to their respec­
tive jurisdictions. The trim­
ming of the umbrella budget 
equated to individual colleges, 
schools, departments and mis­
cellaneous subgroups, compen­
sating for losses and cutting or 
reducing certain mainstays.
Beaming, Newman dedi­
cated over an hour to prideful 
bragging about the seemingly 
infinite accomplishments of 
his undergraduate and gradu­
ate arts students and faculty 
members. Newman, and his 
eloquent vernacular, brought a 
human face to the heart of the 
issue.
Despairingly, he mentioned 
that given the current state of 
finances, there was no allow­
ance for expansion within the 
School of the Arts, and that 
given the desires of present 
students and increasing stu­
dent interest in its various 
B.A., B.F.A., M.A. and M.F.A. 
programs, it was quite an unfortunate cir­
cumstance.
He cited that “enrollment in the college of 
the arts has grown by 30 percent in the last 
few years.”
“There is no extra money at all,” said 
Newman, who also listed faculty travel 
expenses as one of the sacrifices. “Now 
what’s happened is that the dean’s office has 
no money to help pay for travel.”
Newman said that only “essential” travel 
costs are allotted.
On a political level, President Cole often 
publicly suggests that the institution is 
amidst a financial hardship and that it is 
largely an offset of a much larger dilemma. 
Cole has referenced the state’s “continued 
disinvestment in public higher education.” 
At various public platforms, she mentions 
the difficulties that the university faces as a 
result of its insufficient state support.
On Feb. 20, the Star-Ledger ran an op-ed 
by Cole, whereby she referenced New Jersey’s 
status as “dead last in the nation” in F.Y. 
2007 public funding “with a decrease of 2.7 
percent.”
Cole’s office forwarded a statement by e- 
mail following a Montclarion call to her for a 
comment. “At a public university, the tuition 
and fees paid by students cover only a portion 
of the real cost of education,” the statement 
read.
“When state support is cut, it lim its what 
we can provide for students, and we attempt 
to manage the budget reductions in ways 
that are least damaging to the instructional 
program.”
Cole and the administration alike have 
reiterated that through the hardships, aca­
demics have remained priority.
Dr. Jane Oates, the executive director 
of New Jersey’s Commission on Higher 
Education — a publicly funded body winch 
serves as the state’s primary higher educa­
tion advocacy group and Trenton lobbyist 
— said that a much of N.J.’s F.Y. 2008’s bud­
get priorities w ill depend on the “selling and 
leasing of assets,” to take place in the near 
future.
She cited a Dec. 7 meeting at Rutgers
New Brunswick wherein Board of Trustees 
members from all of the state’s colleges and 
universities were invited by the governor to 
have a course of action forum on coping with 
the state-funding cut.
“A long-term effect of this is that people 
will get laid off and that it is difficult for 
[schools] to do long-term planning,” said
Roberts is a 35-year member of the 
Department of Theatre and Dance’s faculty. 
She is angry that her department has had to 
convert to “paperless” transactions.
“University central printing is gone,” said 
Roberts of the Centred Duplication office that 
existed in College Hall as of spring 2006. 
“For me, that’s been the biggest difficulty.”
Matt McCullough I The Montclarion
(Above, right) Dr. Geoffrey Newman, dean of the School of Arts, pays a visit to a ballet class in a Life Hall 
rehearsal space. Newman spoke about the sacrifices made by the School of Arts in the past year.
Oates. “It becomes difficult for the presidents 
and board of trustees members to plan for 
development.”
Development is a veritable theme at MSU 
in the generation of University Hall, The 
Village at Little Falls, Café Diem, two park­
ing garages and most recently, the unfin­
ished Recreation Center.
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
Don Cipullo said that developments at MSU
“A  long-term effect o f this is that 
people w ill get laid o ff and that 
it is difficult for [schools] to do 
long-term p lanning... It becom es 
difficult for the presidents and 
board o f trustees members to  
plan for development.”
Dr. Jane Oates
Executive Director of Commission on Higher 
Education
have experienced delays but no cancella­
tions.
Cipullo said the university has managed 
to prioritize academics as its number one 
interest. “No [faculty members] were let go; 
however, the positions that were unfilled 
were reviewed so that there were no layoffs,” 
said Cipullo. “Decisions were made on long­
term delays in many positions that were 
currently vacant.”
Vacancies include spots within the admin­
istration. After former Senior Vice President 
for Administration Harry Schuckel left at the 
end of the spring 2006 semester, the spot was 
never filled.
Student Government Association 
President Angelo Lilia felt that professors 
have taken a noticeably hard hit.
“You can tell the professors are strug­
gling, and it’s unfortunate,” said Lilia.
Theatre and Dance professor Linda
ment courses were cancelled and that faculty 
foreign travel was “almost completely cut.” 
“We had to trim down on smaller sec­
tions,” he said. “There are now fewer of them 
and we’re only [running them] when it’s 
absolutely necessary.”
Like Dr. Robert Prezant, Dean of the 
College of Science and Mathematics, 
Oppenhiem said that that 
university Provost Richard 
Lynde asked all of the deans 
to consolidate course sections 
Where appropriate.
“The good news is we’ve 
been able to compensate 
with external moves,” said 
Prezant.
Faculty members in 
CSAM have similarly sought 
appropriations from outside 
agencies.
In the Department of 
Economics and Finance, 
according to chair Dr. Sang- 
Hoon Kim, two of four gradu­
ate assistant positions were 
cut. Graduate assistants in 
E and F, said Kim, provide 
tutoring to the 25 introduc­
tory level courses.
He considered it “this 
year’s biggest problem,” and 
added that the tight budget 
has prevented his faculty 
members from attending con­
ferences.
“Our budget alone is not 
enough,” said Kim.
Dean Newman, proud of 
the growth and prosperity of the School of 
the Arts and its many programs, was eager
Roberts said she’s been asked to con­
vert her course material almost entirely to 
Blackboard, the online education resource ¡ to show off the professional-quality brochure 
commonly used by colleges and universities.
“I’m not comfortable yet with online test­
ing,” she said, and added that her depart­
ment was informed of the conversion during 
summer 2006. “I was told if  I wanted to print 
my exams to take them to a printer off-cam­
pus. It has increased my workload.”
In the School of Business, 15 percent of 
its overall budget was trimmed, according to 
Dr. Alan Oppenheim, dean of the School of 
Business.
There, facility members have gone above 
the typical call of duty and have contributed 
to the funding-shortage response effort by tO HlfillRgC the budget reductions 
eliciting off-campus grants and funding.
“The School of Business is very entre­
preneurial,” said Oppenheim. “We kicked 
in money that we generated from other 
[sources].”
However, Oppenheim’s biggest con­
cern is the cut’s potential threat to the 
School of Business’s accreditation under the 
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of 
Business.
According to him, MSU’s School of 
Business will be reevaluated for reaccredida- 
tion in 2009.
His concern is that the cut may affect the 
school’s ability to maintain sponsorship of 
faculty contributions, in accordance with the 
AACSB’s standards.
“In order [for faculty members] to do 
research, it’s not free,” he said. “It certainly 
is a problem.
“AACSB International accreditation rep­
resents the highest standard of achievement 
for business schools, worldwide,” reads the 
association’s website. “Institutions that earn 
accreditation confirm their commitment to 
quality and continuous improvement through 
a rigorous and comprehensive peer review.”
“I don’t think it’s a real fear, but it’s in my 
mind,” said Oppenheim on the prospect of 
AACSB failing to renew the credit.
Oppenheim, who began at MSU as an 
assistant professor in 1973, added that, with­
in the School of Business, some low-enroll-
“A s a public university, the tuition 
and fees paid by students cover 
only a portion o f the real cost o f 
education... W hen state support 
is cut, it lim its what w e can pro­
vide for students, and w e attempt
in ways that are least dam aging 
to the instructional program.”
Dr. Susan A . Cole 
University President
that the visual arts M.F.A. students distrib­
ute annually.
The same elite group of artists rents and 
hosts an exhibit in a SoHo gallery every 
year.
“I don’t ever want to see the time when [the 
show] has to be done on campus,” Newman 
said.
He spoke of the growing competitiveness 
of the dance, theater and music programs, 
and grimaced at the thought of the trouble­
some present.
“Where the burden’s been most powerful,” 
he said, “is that you either have to find ways 
to do more with less or find ways to eliminate 
offerings.”
On a tour through Life Hall and its vari­
ous dance and theater performance spaces, 
Newman envisioned what could be, if  not 
for the limitations. He reflected on 20 years 
of MSU arts and performance history and 
expressed his deep desire to expand the won­
ders further.
Discouraged, he digressed.
“It all comes back to the money,” he said.
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Village Vandalisms, Race-Related
Diana Salameh 
Assistant News Editor
DELTA CHI
CONTINUED FROM P.l
The Village apartment door of four 
African-American females in Basie Hall was 
vandalized on Feb. 9 with the word “nigger” 
written on it in black marker.
Kacy-Ann H all, Tiffany Simpkins, 
Jazmine Adams and Jennifer Rosario report­
ed the incident to the university police.
They said that the hate crime took place 
somewhere between 3:40 a.m. and 7 a.m.
At approximately 3:30 a.m., one of the 
apartment’s residents said she observed 
many Caucasian individuals who were intox­
icated returning from an off-campus event.
Ptl. Richard Williams of the Montclair 
State University police department said in 
his police report, “I offered victims informa­
tion to someone they could talk to if they 
felt threatened or alarmed, but all parties 
refused.”
Congressman Donald Payne has also 
become aware of the situation and sent a 
letter to President Susan Cole about the 
university’s involvement with the situation.
Pierre Johnson, a friend of the victims, 
has stepped in to help them. Johnson said 
that this is beyond this specific hate crime, 
and he wants to ensure that hate crimes in 
general are abolished.
He wrote a letter to President Susan Cole 
on March 2.
“May I remind you that the word ‘nig­
ger’ rests in the same boat as spic, whore, 
fag, dyke, abba-dabba, ching and coon,” said 
Johnson in his letter to President Cole. “Such 
nonchalant attitudes that have been dis­
played on this campus will result in an open 
door policy for such terms.”
According to Johnson, “the only move that 
was made on behalf of administrators was an 
‘I’m sorry this happened’ and another state­
ment from an administrator saying ‘sorry, 
but your names are not black girl names.’ ” 
Jhon Velasco, Director of the Center for 
Non-Violence and Prevention Programs, was 
notified of this hate crime last week when 
Sgt. Kieran Barrett brought it to attention. 
He then began constructing a plan to bet- 
-ter help students know and understand the 
resources available to them for hate crimes. 
“I’m appalled,” said Velasco.
Velasco said that administrators have 
been working on this case, but some commu­
nication lines have been mixed.
He also said that the university police is 
working to further investigate this crime. 
“Activism is important, but we must use it
“W e’re trying to change the 
culture and educate the culture... 
Everyone must com e together.
Jhon Velasco
Director of the Center for Non-Violence and Pre­
vention Programs
in a positive way,” said Velasco.
Specific programming addressing stereo­
typical languages will also be put forth by 
Velasco’s department to make the campus 
more aware of what language such as “nig­
ger,” “cracker” and “spic.”
“We’re trying to change the culture and 
educate the culture,” said Velasco. He wants 
awareness to be raised on campus so more 
students can come forth with cases like this, 
and to avoid these cases.
“Everyone must come together,” said 
Velasco.
who are enthusiastic so I don’t see why we 
shouldn’t be able to build beyond that stan­
dard over the next two years.”
When asked his opinion on the matter, 
Hayden Greene, the Advisor to Fraternities, 
Sororities and Social Fellowships, chose not 
remark.
“I’ll decline to comment on this one. The 
actions speak for themselves, but I’ll decline 
to comment on this one,” said Greene.
This is not the only infraction that Delta 
Chi has committed in the past. It is a well- 
known fact that in 2004, 20 members of 
Delta Chi were charged with hazing and 
underage drinking charges and that resulted 
in the suspension of the organization for a 
semester.
“[The past] may stem [ideas based on] pre­
vious misconceptions,” Kelly said in response 
to the former deeds of misconduct. “The 
majority of our membership is sophomores 
or younger, so I think a stereotype like that 
should be re-evaluated on a regular basis.”
In resDonse to the failed recharterment
bill, Delta Chi w ill be presenting a letter 
to other organizations asking the. members 
who didn’t vote to present the letter to their 
organizations in order to change their minds. 
To review the recharterment of Delta Chi, 
however, it is imperative that a representa­
tive that voted against the recharterment 
makes a motion to reconsider.
If the bill fails to be reconsidered or is not 
passed a second time, then the next opportu­
nity Delta Chi has to recharter is two years 
from now. In addition to not being a part of 
the Greek Council, the fraternity w ill not 
be able to participate in numerous events, 
including Homecoming and Greek Week.
“There was a mixture of feelings [through­
out the fraternity] about [the Greek Council 
ruling], ranging from sadness to embarrass­
ment. Personally, I am embarrassed,” Kelly 
remarked. “In the past, we have always felt 
that there were things that we could do to 
improve ourselves; however, after last [meet­
ing], I recognize that it is apparent that 15 
other organizations feel the same wav.”
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Trevor Cahill 
Staff Writer
In London’s new production of Equus, 
Harry Potter star Daniel Radcliffe will be 
showing more than just his talent. The 17- 
year-old Brit’s role has him stripping down 
to his birthday suit in front of audiences.
Equus marks the stage debut of Radcliffe, 
who says he is “terrified, but excited” about 
the onstage nudity. It tells the story of a psy­
chiatrist who is called upon to visit a stable 
boy who has a strange obsession with the 
horses. Oh yeah, along with showing the full 
monty, Radcliffe also has to express a desire 
to be sexually intimate with horses, rather 
than his hottie costar Joanna Christie.
When news of the young star’s char­
acter, and all that came with it surfaced, 
fans everywhere came out to voice their 
opinions. While many are praising Radcliffe 
for taking on the challenging role, others are 
disappointed in him. A number of parents 
say their children look up to the actor for his 
Harry Potter character in the film series and 
that, by doing this, he is being a bad influ­
ence.
However, Radcliffe’s rep has stated that 
“Daniel does not want to step away from 
Harry P o tte f and that “he has tremendous 
support from Harry Potter fans.” Much sup­
port has come from the large number of girls 
(and even some boys) who are paying big
Douglas McIntyre 
Chief Copy Editor
In the Olympics, each country is repre­
sented by a three-letter code. One of them, 
“SWZ,” is the one that represents Swaziland. 
Dozens of people in the ballrooms on Thursday 
groaned as they learned this news, as it does 
not stand for Switzerland (which is “SUI”).
RecBoard presented its annual Trivia 
Bowl Thursday, complete with 60 varying 
questions before the final rounds and thou­
sands of dollars in prizes. They even held 
a short “Who Wants to be a Hundredaire” 
event, in which the team of three Could each 
win $30 if they answered three questions cor­
rectly.
RecBoard President Ed Gesumaria carried 
around a large bag full of prizes the whole
night, ranging from DVDs to small appli­
ances, like a PUR water filter. Throughout 
the evening, a whistle was blown and a ques­
tion asked. The first person to give the right 
answer pulled a prize from the bag.
The main purpose of the night, however, 
was to narrow the more than 80 teams into 
just one, who would win a DVD recorder for 
each member. But first, they had to be nar­
rowed into the top 10.
Eagh of the teams were given a score- 
board to keep track of the game themselves, 
although runners along the sides took the 
answers and brought them to scorers who 
judged their correctness and kept track of 
each team’s score.
Participants were challenged with ques­
tions from such categories as sports, Broadway, 
and science and nature. If they could correctly
identify the three Tony-winning Broadway 
shows with four-letter long names (Cats, Rent 
and Nine), then they received points accord­
ing to the difficulty level of the question.
One practice ubiquitous to all RecBoard 
events is to have one large prize that any­
one can win. At this event, they raffled off a 
Product Red iPod Nano for each member of 
the team. Sadly, for the other participants, 
both the Nanos and the DVD players were 
secured by Ralph Mullenax and his team­
mates.
They may have walked away the big win­
ners, but several other students walked away 
with such prizes as Stranger than Fiction or 
toilet paper.
RecBoard guarantees a large number of 
participants at their events, solely by giving 
away prizes to so many of them.
courtesy of hpana.com 
Harry Potter star Daniel Radcliffe sheds his 
wholesome image in the racy play Equus.
SEE ‘HORSES’ ON P. 11
Participants gather in huge masses during the popular RecBoard event, 
oiganizations gather together to win prizes and test their trivia skills.
courtesy or Kacnei loporex
Here, students, teachers and members of all sorts of
Fl»pL SESSIONS to
M s u F e a t a r e @ g r ç a i L .c o r ç
A  la thi« theatre th ing a  nornoî
Cm I don’t have any protection
Girl: I t  s  o k a y ,
I have SGA condoms
Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion
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Alex Nussbaum 
Bergen Record 
courtesy o f MCT Campus
NEW  BOSTON, M ich —  To an outsider, two th ings stand out about th is rural tow n 30 m iles southw est o f D etroit.
There are th e goats and chickens in  the yards —  signs th at country w ays haven’t  been obliterated by the Motor City’s spread­
ing suburbs.
And there is  “The M ountain.”
The C arleton Farm s landfill soars 17 stories above the surrounding ranch hom es and farm houses in  th is pancake-flat region. 
H ere, decom posing trash  exhales puffs o f steam  and, to th e outrage o f neighbors, oozes hum an sew age. On the sum m it, you can  
see D etroit’s hazy skyline m iles away.
This is  th e end o f the lin e for m ost o f th e toxic paint sludge dug from a Superfund site  in  Upper Ringwood.
H ere, w hat seem s like victory in  Ringwood —  th e rem oval o f 20,000 tons o f hazardous w aste —  is  a headache for those stuck  
w ith  its toxic trash. N othing against N ew  Jersey, folks here say, but they’d rather do w ithout its  pollution.
“I don’t  w ant anybody’s garbage, you know,” said  C hristy Anderson, a neighbor who has sued the landfill over odor com plaints. 
“Take care o f it  yourself.”
S till, there’s a certain irony to the sludge’s final journey.
More than 40 years ago, th e Ford Motor Co.’s m assive M ahwah assem bly plant spat out the sludge — the dried rem nants of 
paint, solvents and other chem icals —  in  the course o f churning out 6 m illion G alaxies, LTDs and other vehicles. Ford dum ped 
m uch o f th e w aste in  a poorly run landfill in  Ringwood. The neighbors, an Am erican Indian com m unity known as the Ram apoughs, 
blam e the sludge for high asthm a rates, cancers and other health  problem s.
Now, the w aste pulled out o f Ringwood is  shipped to a treatm ent plant southw est o f D etroit a  few  m iles from w here H enry 
Ford rolled out h is first M odel T s a century ago.
A fter treatm ent, m ost o f the w aste ends up buried at C arleton Farm s. B ut, in  a surreal coda to the Ram apoughs’ fight, the  
m ost hazardous o f th e sludge travels on to rural O ntario —  w here it  is  dum ped in  a landfill near another Indian com m unity th at 
blam es local pollution for its  ills.
“We’re not happy about it,” said  Ron Plain , an environm ental activ ist on th e A am jiw naang F irst N ation reserve in  Sarnia, 
Ontario. “W hether it’s th e U.S. governm ent or a sta te or a province o f Canada, th ey  alw ays seem  to find a w ay to dump in  som e­
body else’s back yard.”
Ford’s contractors have spent the past tw o years cleaning up the site  in  Upper Ringwood. Tests found high levels o f heavy m et­
als such as lead, chromium  and arsenic in  th e sludge, as w ell as volatile organic compounds such as xylene and ethyl benzene. 
Prolonged exposure to th ese chem icals has been linked to lung cancer, skin  disorders, and brain, fiver and kidney dam age.
L ast May, federal regulators declared th e site  a  public health  hazard. A  w eek and a h a lf ago, the EPA revealed th at h igh  levels 
o f lead had been found in  som e anim als and plants in  th e area. In addition, attorneys for the residents say dioxin, w hich is  finked  
to cancer and other serious illn ess, h as been found in  attic dust in  som e hom es
About 3,400 tons o f m aterial dug from Ringwood has been deem ed non-hazardous and dum ped in  a traditional solid  w aste 
landfill in  w estern  Pennsylvania. The rest —- sludge, ta in ted  soil and junked auto parts —  is  sen t 600 m iles to M ichigan by road 
and rail —  to industry’s version of detox.
courtesy of kdheks.gov
New Jersey sludge that has been transported elsewhere still resides in massive 
heaps decades after its removal from the state. The nearby residents are unhappy 
with the companies that dump there and the sludge that remains.
A 20-foot-high dirt berm topped with a 
barricade of evergreens rings EQ Michigan 
Waste Disposal’s complex in Van Buren 
Township. The plant is a featureless box, 
about four stories tall and the color of a 
manila folder. Aside from a stream of dump 
trucks along the service road outside, you’d 
never know this was a tomb for toxic mis­
takes.
The plant processed 210,000 tons of chem­
icals last year. The landfill behind it is one 
of only eight dumps in the nation licensed 
to bury PCBs, the carcinogenic chemicals 
banned in the 1970s.
Ford and General Motors, whose nearby 
auto plants generate rivers of waste oil, paint 
solvents and other castoffs, are top clients. 
So are toxic waste cleanup sites around the 
eastern United States, according to a town­
ship official.
Aside from an occasional chemical odor, 
EQ rarely, makes itself known, people say. On 
nearby Ayres Avenue, a dirt lane lined with 
modest homes, “For Sale” signs have been 
proliferating lately. But that’s got more to 
do with the plummeting auto industry than 
fears about toxic waste.
Still, no one’s thrilled about what rolls 
through EQ’s gates. “It’s a known fact that 
they take some of the most toxic stuff around,” 
said John Vaprezsan, the assistant pastor at 
Metro Baptist Church, one of the plant’s clos­
est neighbors. “We see deer wandering in and 
out of there all the time, but we always joke 
that there’s no way we’d take one — we know 
what they’re eating.”
Ford and EQ share a long history.
A Detroit contractor, founded the busi­
ness that would become The Environmental 
Quality Co. in 1948, leasing Ford land to 
dump waste for the automaker. According 
to Andy Winnie, a resident who has fought 
dumping at EQ, Ford owned the land beneath 
the landfill and treatment plant until the late 
1990s, when it gave the property to the waste 
company amid complaints about the PCB 
dumping.
Ford has remained a steady customer with 
its shipments from Ringwood. Contamination 
from Ford’s former plant in Mahwah also 
ended up in nearby Hillbum, N.Y. That sludge 
is being shipped to EQ, too.
The Van Buren plant has had a relatively 
clean record in recent years, state and local 
officials said. But its parent company hasn’t 
fared as well. In Aug. 2005, an explosion at 
an EQ treatment plant in nearby Romulus, 
Mich., leveled the building. Then, last October, 
a blast at a chemical storage plant in North 
Carolina forced thousands to flee.
Michigan officials say both incidents are 
under investigation. The blasts, meanwhile, 
have rattled neighbors.
The toxic waste from Ringwood is “anoth­
er round of outrage,” said Brad van Guilder, 
a community organizer with the Ecology
Center, a local environmental group.
Even after treatment, about a third of the 
sludge remains too contaminated — too “hot” 
— for disposal even in EQ’s hazardous waste 
landfill. These loads are sent to Canada.
The remainder — 11,500 tons so far — is 
clean enough that EQ doesn’t want to waste 
expensive space in its own toxic landfill. So 
the waste is sent on to one of the busiest 
dumps in North America.
Ford’s sludge may be an environmental 
disaster in Ringwood, but Carleton Farms 
considers it fair game as long as the treated 
waste meets state and federal disposal stan­
dards.
“If you think about what your average 
resident throws out — the used motor oil, 
oven cleaners — there’s a potential they’re 
throwing out far more dangerous material,”
said Brian Ezyk, a Carleton Farms’ engineer.
Buried deep in the landfill, away from 
weathering winds or rain, the concrete- 
encased sludge isn’t likely to change, Ezyk 
said.
“If it’s concrete, it’s going to be a chunk 
of concrete,” he said. “It’s going to sit there, 
essentially forever.”
Modem landfills are built to keep their 
nasty contents contained, he said. A 10-foot 
layer of clay and plastic and geosynthetic lin­
ers surround Carleton Farms. Fifty gas wells 
suck methane, the product of all that decom­
posing trash, from the pile, and the company 
is preparing to expand the system to get a 
better handle on odor concerns.
“I think if everybody could come out here 
and visit and see how hard people work, how 
much they try to protect the environment, 
people would feel differently,” Ezyk said.
Local residents aren’t impressed. Dozens 
have joined a lawsuit in recent months, com­
plaining of noise, dust, traffic and nauseating 
odors. “A mixture of stale vomit and probably 
barnyard manure,” is how William Roche, who 
lives near the dump, describes the smell.
More like rotting meat or a pig farm, said 
Christy Anderson. She lives five miles away, 
but the stifling stench wakes her “from a dead 
sleep” some nights. She blames the landfill for 
her three sons’ asthma attacks.
Neighbors here are already incensed about 
imported trash: Toronto sends much of its 
municipal waste here and, until August, was 
sending virtually all of its treated sewage as 
well. That stopped soon after sewage began 
bubbling up out of cracks in the landfill.
Van Guilder, the environmental activ­
ist, questioned the safety of burying waste 
from Ringwood’s Superfund site at a landfill 
designed for household trash. The landfill’s 
liners may work today, he said, but what 
about in 30 years, or 50?
“It’s highly toxic stuff and we just hope 
it’s been treated properly,” he said. “Instead of 
dealing with it, are you just putting it off for 
another generation or two?”
Patrick Kampert 
Chicago Tribune 
courtesy o f MCT Campus
W hen they w ere serving together in  the Illinois Senate, now -retired sta te Sen. D enny Jacobs said h is colleague 
Barack Obama w as not a heavy smoker.
“H e’d norm ally sneak one from m e once every three or four days and, o f course, w hen w e’d play poker occasion­
ally,” Jacobs said.
Now that the junior U.S. senator from  Illinois h as publicly declared h is in tention  to quit sm oking (he says he 
norm ally sm oked four or five cigarettes a day), Jacobs said  h e thinks the stress-filled  life  o f a possible presidential 
cam paign could actually help h is form er poker buddy quit.
“I th ink  som etim es, i f  you’re m ore active, it  helps.
B ut i f  Obama w ants to quit —  and m aybe you do too —  Carol Southard, a  sm oking-cessation specialist at 
N orthw estern M em orial H ospital in  Chicago, offers som e advice:
Jessica Sprovlero I The Montclarlon
• C hantix, a new  prescription drug. It’s not “a 
m agic bullet,” she said , but it  does seem  to block 
the effects o f nicotine from sm oking.
•  N icorette gum  or the patch. Obama chews 
N icorette. Southard is a ll for both aids, noting  
th at nicotine doesn’t  k ill you; it’s the 40-plus tox­
ins in  cigarettes that cause strokes, cancer and 
heart d isease. B ut N icorette takes 20 m inutes to 
kick in; the patch takes two hours.
•  Zyban (or W ellbutrin). They’re the sam e
drug. Zyban is  prescribed for sm oking, W ellbutrin for 
depression. Insurers usually  don’t  cover Zyban.
•  Persistence. M ost people need three to eight 
attem pts to finally  quit.
•  Hunger. Sm okers experience a spike in  blood 
sugar after a cigarette, so have m ore m eals w ith  
sm all portions as you try to quit.
•  Cost. M ost in surance com panies don’t  cover 
sm oking-cessation program s or drugs. M aybe th at’s 
som ething Obama can address now in  the Senate.
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TODAY?
Guest Speaker
Sean Smith 
Speaks extensively 
On universities 
Nationwide
a dynamic 
presentation of 
the reality of 
miracles and 
healings in our 
world today
l o o m  4 1 1 - 4 1 2
Chi Alpha Christin Fellowship Class IISGA
New Nursing Graduates 
Wednesday, March 21,2007 
2:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Beth Israel Medical Center 
Petrie Campus
2nd Floor, Rotunda-First Avenue at 16th Street
O n a daily basis, our medical and nursing excellence, teamwork and innovation 
make all the difference for our staff and patients. Since 1889, Beth Israel Medical 
Center has been at the forefront of progressive medical advancement serving our 
local community and influencing healthcare on a national and international 
level. Exciting, flexible opportunities now exist for New Graduates to share in our 
growth and begin your nursing career at our state-of-the-art medical facilities in 
OR, Med-Surg, Labor & Delivery, Psychiatry, Cardiac Surgery, Cardiac Cath Lab, 
Neurosurgical Stepdown, Telemetry and Oncology Nursing.
TOURS AND ON-SITE INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED!
Directions:
By Can Take any major artery to 14th Street. Proceed to East 14th Street and First Avenue. 
Take First Avenue to 17th Street. Metered parking is available. A  limited number of parking 
spaces are available for visitors at Beth Israel's Gilman Hall Garage on 17th Street just off 
First Avenue. The garage is open 24 hours a day, weekdays, weekends and holidays.
By Subway: The nearest subway station is the First Avenue Station on the 14th Street/ 
Canarsie Line (L). The Medical Center is also a short three-block walk from the Lexington 
Avenue (4,5,6) and BMT (R,N) stops at Union Square Station.
By Bus: Take the First or Second Avenue routes (M15) to 17th Street or any 14th Street bus 
(M14) to First or Second Avenue.
If you cannot attend, please email your resume to: 
INaar@chpnet.org;
fax to: (212) 523-5776 or apply online at: 
www.chpnyc-employment.com.
.___________ ___________________ We are committed to diversity and equal opportunity.
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The “Man Hug”: Male Embraces 
in Various Macho Forms
Cynthia Hubert 
MCT Campus
SACRAMENTO, Calif — Will Smith and 
Forrest Whitaker did it on the red carpet at 
the SAG Awards last month. The men of TV’s 
Entourage embrace it. The Sopranos boys 
take it in stride.
We’re talking about the Man Hug. Dudes 
hugging dudes. In public and with enthusi­
asm.
It’s happening more and more, and not 
only among celebrity guys.
“As American men, we used to have one 
option for greeting one another: the hand­
shake,” says psychotherapist and pop culture 
commentator Joshua Estrin. “Not anymore.
“I travel a lot, and Fm seeing it all over 
the country. You can walk into a Cheesecake 
Factory in the Midwest and see guys with 
their girlfriends greeting other guys with 
hugs. It’s interesting and rather uplifting, I 
think.”
Hip-hop artists are widely credited with 
introducing the popular “pound hug” or 
“pound shake” as a greeting between men. It 
consists of a combination of a handshake and 
a stiff one-armed hug, and includes two slaps 
on the back.
“Depending on the circumstances, it can 
also include a loud exclamation, a general 
grunting noise to assert your masculinity,” 
says Patrick Carone, entertainment director 
for Stuff magazine, whose readers are largely 
males in their 20s.
That’s just one of the ways that American 
Man Hugs are different from hugs between 
men and women, and even embraces among 
females, he notes. The accepted protocol? 
Man Hugs are brief involve minimal body 
contact and may include a back slap, a gut­
tural noise or both.
“We’re still men, .after all,” jokes Carone.
“It’s 0 .K  to show that we like each other, but 
we still have to act tough.”
Nancy O’Reilly, a clinical psychologist who 
practices in Missouri, believes in hugs. Hugs, 
she says, can be magical and healing.
“Studies tell us that hugging and physical 
intimacy can be extremely powerful” to the 
psyche, says O’Reilly. “Of course, it can also 
be scary.”
Especially if  you happen to be a guy living 
in  a macho culture.
Affectionate behavior “simply isn’t  a part 
of the masculine gender role,” says Kory 
Floyd, an associate professor of communica­
tion at Arizona State University who has 
studied the Man Hug phenomenon. “We 
socialize men to compete,” he says, “not to be 
affectionate.”
Floyd has documented the types and 
lengths of hugs between men and found that 
they rarely involve full body contact or last 
more than a second.
“They often begin with a handshake that 
continues through the hug, so they have their 
hands as a barrier between them,” Floyd 
notes. Men watching other men hug each 
other tend to become uncomfortable when 
the embraces last more than a couple of sec­
onds, he says.
“Research shows that when people see 
two women hugging in publip, they don’t 
think twice about it,” he says. Seeing two men 
hugging “is more unexpected, so it causes 
people to question” why they’re embracing. 
Specifically, whether the male huggers are 
more than just friends.
“It all comes down to fear, unfortunately,” 
says O’Reilly. “Many heterosexual men are 
fearful of men who are gay, and they’re afraid 
of being perceived as gay themselves. They’re 
thinking, ‘If I really like this guy and want to 
hug him, is it possible Fm gay?”’
Those thoughts go out the window when
men celebrate sports accomplishments, say 
O’Reilly and others. What’s more manly, after 
all, than belting a grand slam or sacking the 
quarterback? Or acknowledging such feats 
with a Man Hug?
Vlade Divac, the beloved former 
Sacramento King, had no qualms about 
embracing his teammates after a stellar 
pass or slam dunk. Baseball sluggers Mark 
McGwire and Sammy Sosa engaged in a 
famous hug during their home run race.
The American football huddle is a form of 
group hug, notes Emerson Smith, a sociolo­
gist and associate professor of medicine at the 
University of South Carolina.
“It’s a fraternal hug that protects words 
from being heard and gestures being seen by 
the opposing team,” says Smith.
Football games offer good opportunities 
for men to show unabashed affection toward 
one another, says “guy’s guy” Cecil Taylor of 
Sacramento, who hunts and fishes and makes 
his living installing sprinklers.
“I think it’s 0 .K  to hug your buddies for a 
celebration, like when we’re watching a game 
and our team wins,” he says.
“It depends on the mood,” Taylor says of 
the general suitability of Man Hugs. “But the 
hugs normally are with one arm, and quick. 
All in all, the meaning is the same. It’s always 
good to see your friends.”
Today, American men are taking hugs 
beyond the playing field, thanks to hip- 
hop, global communication and guys such 
as Tony Soprano and Ari Gold of Entourage. 
Elaborate handshakes have morphed into 
half-hugs and full embraces.
The men of The Sopranos perform full-on 
hugs on members of “the family,” in keeping 
with their Italian heritage. But they’re pro­
fessional killers. Can regular guys get away 
with it?
“Full-on hugs for most guys are pretty
tricky,” says Carone. “Unless you just pitched 
a no-hitter or something like that, you don’t 
get one, except maybe at a wedding or a 
funeral and only among family.”
Airport meetings present interesting sce­
narios for Man Hugs, he says.
“The length of time that has passed since 
you last saw the person is the determining 
factor for if a hug is warranted,” instructs 
Carone. “If you haven’t seen the person in a 
long, long time, dropping the bags and giv­
ing a Man Hug is 0 .K  But you don’t want to 
linger. Just a couple of beats. One, two. That’s 
it.”
Ari Gold and the guys of HBO’s Entourage 
regularly “hug it out” as a gesture of friend­
ship and forgiveness, and their behavior has 
caught on, says Carone.
“These are the cool guys who rule 
Hollywood,” he says. “They have the coolest 
clothes, the fastest cars, the beautiful women. 
They’re comfortable doing it, so it makes 
regular guys more apt to think it’s 0 .K ”
The Internet and the global economy have 
given American men a better window on cul­
tural practices in places where platonic hugs 
and kisses between males are no big deal, 
Estrin notes.
The terrorist attacks of 2001 gave men 
permission to express emotion, he says, and 
war and general chaos around the world have 
made everyone feel more vulnerable.
For all of these reasons, “men are much 
more willing now to connect with one another 
in a physical way,” he says.
“We’re living in such a difficult time, and 
it strikes me that we’re all rethinking and 
redefining what it means to be alive,” says 
Estrin.
“So if I want to congratulate a friend, Fm 
not going to ask myself whether I should give 
him a great big Man Hug. I’m just going do 
it.”
www.themontclarion.org
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bucks, or pounds in this case, to see the teen’s 
broomstick.
Even though the young actor says he is 
proud and excited about the role, he has asked 
his fellow Potter cast mates not to see the 
show. He is afraid of any loss of professional­
ism that could happen if they saw him nude. It 
is not to the dismay of some of the cast mem­
bers, though. Rupert Grint, who plays Potter’s 
best friend, Ron, in the films, said that he is. 
“glad, because it would be a little weird and 
uncomfortable to see.”
Equus officially opened at the Gielgud 
Theater on Tuesday, Feb. 27, where it will run 
its limited engagement before closing in the 
summer. After the first night, media sources 
were buzzing with news of the production. Crit­
ics from numerous publications were praising 
Radcliffe for his work with the character.
Many have said that once the Potter films 
are over (as there are only two left to be 
filmed), this budding actor will continue his 
growing career. This role has proved to many 
that Radcliffe has what it takes to join the 
ranks of the greatest actors of our time.
Equus has gained even more hype for 
the teenage performer than the approach­
ing release of the fifth Potter film. Not only 
are fans fighting to see the show, but now 
American stage producers are fighting to buy 
the show.
Eleven Broadway producers are battling 
for Radcliffe to bring his production to New 
York. However, Radcliffe is committed to the 
Potter films and will begin filming the sixth 
film later this year. If Broadway wants Equus 
with its original cast, who are all up for the 
move, they will have to wait until 2008, when 
the film wraps. But will anyone still be inter-
Seton Hall University
Graduate Open House
Take the Next Step
W e d n e s d a y , M a rc h  14 • 5 - 7 :3 0  p .m .
Bishop Dougherty University Center 
400 South Orange Avenue • South Orange, New Jersey
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Teacher Preparation
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International Relations
Nursing (M.S.N., Ph.D.) 
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Nurse Practitioner
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GMAT
GRE
LSAT
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PCAT
and get
$100 back!
Enroll in a Kaplan comprehensive course option 
by March 31 and get a $100 rebate?
Classes starting now at:
Montclair State University, Seton Hall University, 
Rutgers - Newark, Drew University, 
and the East Hanover Kaplan Center
Take advantage of this limited-time offer. Enroll today!
1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/rebate
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. tThis offer applies only to enrollments for GMAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT, DAT, OAT, and PCAT 
Classroom Courses, C lass+5 Courses, 15-, 25-, and 35-Hour Private Tutoring Programs, Premium Online Courses, LSAT Extreme, GMAT Advanced, and 
Admissions Consulting Packages in the 50 United States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, and in Calgary, Edmonton, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, 
Vancouver, and Victoria, Canada. Cannot be combined with any other offer, discount, or promotion. To be eligible, you must enroll between March 1,2007 
and March 31,2007. Certain conditions apply. See redemption form at kaptest.com/rebate or at Kaplan centers for complete details. "Conditions and 
restrictions apply. For complete guarantee eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee applies only to Kaplan courses 
taken and completed within the United States, Puerto Rico, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and France.
S 6 HIGHER TEST SCORES GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK"
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WANTS you TO BE A 
DESK ASSISTANT
Interested in.,..
-Earning extra money next semester? 
-Becoming more involved on campus? 
"Buildingyour resume?
-Becominga better you?
Join the Office of Residential Education & Services
Become a Desk Assistanl/Office Assistant
Attend one of these Information sessions to learn more
about the D V O A  position:
March 20th-W ebster HatI Main Lounga @  10:00 pm 
March 21st-B lanton Hall Atrium 2:30 pm 
March 22nd-Bohn Hall Main Lounga @  8:00 pm
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON MARCH 19™
IN THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION & SERVICES AND BUILDING DIRECTOR’S OFFICE/FRONT DESKS
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BOOBS
CONTINUED FROM  P. 1 3
using to prove there really were 
hookers and gigolos, he decides to 
marry her, though she can’t sup­
port his mission.
Carlson does the predictable 
thing and hops on a train out of 
town. Of course, as predictable as 
that was, she went even further 
by returning to help Greenberg 
overcome Theaterman and 
his minions (Juan Haro, Sarah 
Metelsky and Tina Connolly r— all 
dressed in camouflage and eye- 
patches). When all is said and 
done, Greenberg decides not to 
clear out the hookers and gigolos, 
defeating the purpose of his mis­
sion in the first place.
It was hard to tell where 
the script ended and where the 
improvisation began. There was 
one scene with Doniello and 
Greenberg, in which they discuss 
how each and every moment, 
including everything they 
were saying in that scene, was 
rehearsed and scripted. I didn’t 
know if the actor’s movements, 
each and every ploy to .get the 
audience to laugh (and they did), 
was because the script directed 
them to or because Vin Burderi, 
the show’s director, told them to.
Some of the actors over­
played their roles. Monokian 
nearly screamed all of his lines 
as the mayor, with veins popping 
from his neck. At the same time, 
some actors, such as Preziosi, 
underplayed them: his face was 
blank for almost every time he represented 
Theaterman.
Still, it seemed to fit their roles to act that 
way. Monokian was constantly flustered by 
Greenberg and the way he wanted to upend 
their entire way of life, and Preziosi was non­
chalant,' after all, he had an undetermined 
number of men standing behind him to 
defend him.
A few actors stood out from the rest 
in terms of portraying a role. Metelsky, as 
Madame Tuso, spoke with a voice lower than 
most baritones, as though she had smoked a 
pack an hour for 60 years. When her moment
courtesy of Allyssa Hynes
Jack Greenber (Phil Casale) faces off with Tom Theaterman (Mike Preziosi) as his main goal in Sex, a.k.a. Weiners and Boobs. Preziosi played 
Theaterman with hardly any change in expression.
to shine arrived, telling the story of Roberto, 
a man she loved who turned out to be a robot, 
she took it and ran. She transformed effort­
lessly from the 40-something woman running 
the whoreho.use into the 20-something college 
girl, still drawing laughs for the audience.
She also had the honor of introducing the 
only joke of actual intelligence of the show: 
she met Roberto at Kent State. Members of 
the cast ran across stage in hippie clothes, 
fooling around until gunshots were heard, 
a reference to the May 4 massacre at Kent 
State in 1970.
Not even the few outstanding actors, how­
ever, could make up for the script’s utter
absurdity. There was no sense of clarity; there 
was even a random scene from Glengarry 
Glen Ross, a 1992 film about real estate star­
ring Jack Lemmon. Casale, Haro, Preziosi 
and Joe Drechsel donned business suits and 
argued about a break-in and property on 
River Creek.'
Maybe the fault lies with the playwrights, 
the director or the actors, but nearly every­
thing done in Sex grabbed for the most obvi­
ous jokes and the most lewd actions, all in an 
attempt for cheap and easy laughs. All that 
really matters, though, is that it worked. As 
Players learned that evening, always perform 
to your audience.
G ive the G ift 
that JCasts a  jQ fetim e
(Become an Egg i)onor : s\\X[
and help an infertile couple. p H H IlH H i
Earn  $8,000
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Christina Ricci plays opposite Samuel L. Jackson in the new film Black Snake Moan, where 
he tries to cure her nymphomania. Here, he calms her during a storm by playing blues.
at the cinema: 
Not Everything is 
Hotter Down South
Bernadette Marciniak 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
If it was a comedy that you wished to 
see, Black Snake Moan was not the answer. 
Many (including myself) went to see Samuel 
L. Jackson’s new feature film this past week­
end under the impression that it was good 
old humorous slapstick. And while laughs 
were not lacking during the film, critics and 
viewers have dubbed Black Snake Moan as 
a “romantic drama.” Either way, it doesn’t 
make much of a difference -  Moan can’t be 
labeled more than just a pleasing movie that 
strives for something more than mediocrity, 
which it unfortunately cannot achieve, even 
by the end.
Moan follows Rae (Christina Ricci), a nym­
phomaniac whose boyfriend Ronnie (Justin 
Timberlake) has just left for the army, and 
she can’t contain herself This is extremely 
exaggerated at times (or maybe not -  I’ve 
never come across a nymphomaniac), espe­
cially within the first five minutes, when we 
see Ronnie leave, and Rae’s spell comes into 
action when we can still see Ronnie driving 
off. Woman, you need to settle down.
However, Lazarus (Jackson), a vegetable 
farmer whose wife has just left him because 
he’s becoming too old and boring, comes to 
the rescue when he finds Rae lying on the 
side of the road by his house, beaten up and 
half naked (which she remains for another
40 minutes of the movie) and takes her into 
his house. Realizing the consequences that 
would accompany a black man claiming to 
have saved a white girl, he takes Rae to his 
house. Realizing that Rae has an abnormally 
strong sexual drive, he runs out of the house, 
leaving his bible open in front of her, hoping 
to scare the demons out of her body. But soon 
thereafter he vows to make a good Christian- 
like girl out of her so that guys wouldn’t see 
her as another vacancy at whore-hotel.
Ricci has come a long way since her 
Addams Family days and pulls off her role 
quite eloquently, even if it is not an eloquent 
character that she plays. Her acting of emo­
tions and spells is quite vivid and grasping.
I can’t say the same for Jackson’s charac­
ter — while he wasn’t horrible in it, there was 
nothing non-Jackson-esque that really stood 
out. He played his role, and that was it. On 
a different note, Fm pretty sure it’s safe to 
assume at this point that we can see Sammie 
J. in any movie that has the word “snake” in 
the title.
Also unfortunate (or maybe not), the role 
for which Justin Timberlake was cast did 
not do him any good or keep him at a happy 
medium, as I was constantly reminded of his 
“oh girl, I love you” mushy-crap days with 
*N Sync. His character is supposed to be 
one that you have uttermost sympathy for 
because of a “severe anxiety” problem that 
prohibits him from taking part in any stress­
ful activities (so it’s no surprise when they 
kick him out of the army because he can’t
SEE ‘SNAKE’ ON P. IS
M S U  #1 Tanning Salon f o r  12 years
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G arden
SMSs» ■
courtesy of Miko Russell
Pop star John Mayer played Wednesday, Feb. 28 to a sold-out crowd at Madison Square Garden for his last winter tour date. Mayer, who has notably matured as a musician in the past 
few years, proved to his audience that he has come a long way since the beginning of his career.
Christina Marie Reynier 
S ta ff Writer
£ here are very few musical artists 
in this world who hold such great respect 
from such a dive^sef&udience. There are also 
very few ^rfftts who can go from making 
mibblg^mn pop love songs to making a blues 
and jamming with B.B. King. Who is 
!e only person who has accomplished such a 
wide set of goals, you ask? The one and only- 
John Mayer. Ma$er sold out Madison Square 
Garden on Weddlsday, Feb. 28, the last date 
of his winter tour, and fans were expecting 
only the best.
At just about 9:30, Mayer strolled out onto 
the stage in a dark t-shirt and plain denim 
jeans — his usual attire. He sauntered out 
with the leisure of walking into a grocery, 
store on; a Sunday afternoon — no big deal. 
The crowd became one giant screaming con­
vulsion,.
This was his time to prove him self — the 
new and more mature Mayer: the Mayer 
who has evolved after the recently won 
Grammys and*the recently adopted celeb­
rity “girlfriend.” The|Mayer who just sold out 
Madison SquareGafmiiifkmld he pull it off? 
Could his fans still love hinfthe way they did 
before he started this makeoVer? We would 
soon find out.
He slung his guitar around his neck and 
a blue light from up above shone down on
him with the rest of the stage pitch black. 
He said hello to the crowd in the way he felt 
most comfortable — an electric guitar solo. 
After that, the first notes of “Belief” hit the 
air, followed by “Good Love is On the Way,” a 
John Mayer Trio original.
Not to fret, the strictly radio-familiar fans 
got their dosages as well. Mayer made sure of 
it. The moms and dads of the crowd there to 
watch their screaming underage daughters 
got their kicks when he played “Waiting on 
the World to Change,” which is on current 
rotation on many radip stations.
Mayer mixed up the set list for the eve­
ning, playing songs from all his albums, 
really trying to make a big bang on the last 
datebf his winter tour. He played first album 
$H hrites like “No Such Thing” and “Why 
Georgia” with a few from his album Heavier 
Things like “Clarity” and “Bigger than My 
Body.”
He included several songs from his lat­
est CD, Continuum, which was the reason 
for the tour. He included new song favorites 
like “Heart of Life” and “I Don’t Trust Myself 
With Loving You,” giving pieces of that old- 
; fashioned Mayer advice his fans love with
Every chance he got, he made the fans 
feel very much still a part of his life. “New 
York City — it’s nice to be back” and “Thank 
you, this doesn’t exist without you. To be 
seven years into it, and for it to feel as vital 
as the first, is unbelievable,” were just some 
of the comments that left his melodic i 
throughout the evetaing. i*
JohnfMayens, encore was the cherry on 
a..reiaai'Mble, sold-out.; sundae. After his 
W ^ ^ ^ ^ n d ed  and the lights went low, the 
Crowascreamed out for one more song. All of 
a sudden, the crowd in themiiddle of the floor 
belted out yells and screaip|§if joy. Maj 
had popped up on a smafl,fi&1a|faate sta 
the middle of the floor df lVmdison 
Garden, just when they thought he ha§ 
it all.
Mayer went on to play “Stop T his1 
a song that isn’t played often and is 
mean a lot when it is, along with “Your ] 
is A Wonderland,” which was introduced 
Mayer stating, “This was a song before 
became a walking punch line, and I’m glad to 
have it back again.” m  > || |
After the intimate twcgspng„set in jthe 
middle of MSG, he w est th#^pain
stage to jam out two more before he madlines like “I’m not afraid to say Fill the kind 
of person who could do you wrong. Fm, ai^ hjffi1’ o ft Re stadium. He playe^an
asshole.” Mayer might be an asshole» but that; . w 
didn’t stop the estrogen in the place from .ra^i& i  .. .. ' • |
ing to a new high. * . . , ,  t >  „ %| § ^ONUt KI MD
ìtimiìk
SEE ‘WONDERLAND
■ S i
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at the art gallery:
Cheryl, a more experimental figure in Oliver Herring’s Gallery at Max Protetch in New York, included metallic elements, as well as manipulated photos. Herring, who was born in Germany 
and now resides in N.Y., has received much acclaim for his work, in which he takes photographs of models and pastes them to scultures of their bodies.
Oliver Herring Gallery at Max Protetch
Linda Bee Koenemund 
S taff Writer
Oliver Herring’s latest offerings include 
video, two-dimensional and three-dimen­
sional digitally manipulated photo-collage, 
and Internet-based documentation of collab­
orative performances called “tasks.” Almost 
all the works are existential in one way or 
another, as professed in the press release, 
“this exhibition expands Herring’s investiga­
tion into collaborative practices with strang­
ers and friends.” Additionally, beyond the
main gallery in the corridor to the next room, 
the reception desk quietly offers an informal 
binder of images that gave interesting insight 
into the process of the artist.
Whereas video or computer-based work 
might easily distract a 21st century viewer, 
the salient media of fleshy c-prints on sculpt­
ed foam core far outweighed both the time- 
based motion of his videos and the interac­
tive nature of the Internet collaborations on 
display.
Herring’s sculptural photo-collage works, 
objects that might usually be described as
static, had the ability to draw attention to 
their uncanny life-like authenticity and strik­
ing design.
The life-sized figures presented by Herring 
in his previous show in 2005 were always 
clothed to some extent, and although atten­
tion was paid to the patterns and shadowing 
of. the clothing, the medium never rose to 
meet the illusion of cloth.
In some instances, wrinkles and folds were 
completely virtual, giving, for example, pant 
legs a shiny stovepipe appearance. Hence, 
not only are the new nude examples visu­
ally engag­
ing for their 
nudity, but 
also because 
flesh is more 
suited (no 
pun intend­
ed) to this 
medium.
T h e  
two “Wade” 
scu lp tu res 
show matu­
rity in their 
t e c h n i c a l  
c o n s t r u c ­
tion in that 
they readily 
resemble the
natural shape of the human figure.
Previously, the works were created on less 
realistically carved armatures, resulting in 
stick-like arms and legs and less masterful 
resemblances to the human form. The earlier 
untailored approach made the works bear 
the weight of being an interesting novelty 
that had yet to find its technical apex, and 
this dilemma kept the works from having 
the impact of the current, more studied Wade 
sculptures. Additionally, new details have 
surfaced, such as incredibly well-rendered 
hair and startling intentionally patterned 
areas of photographic assemblage.
Before even considering the image itself 
Herring’s explorations of photographs as 
objects guarantee that a limitless variety of 
outcomes could result from physical aspects, 
such as different photo paper finishes and a 
myriad of sliced patterns created within the 
collaged fragments.
In Herring’s hands, the digital photo­
graphic image becomes a kind of painterly 
sculpting endeavor. He chooses his palette of 
saturations and applies these daubs of tech­
nologically manipulated photos to a sculpted- 
from-life framework, using the latest technol­
ogy to create works that hearken back to a 
non-digital, less technological age.
Oliver Herring’s solo show runs from Feb. 
21 to March 31 at Max Protetch 511W 22nd 
St, N.Y.
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cinema & concert hall (cont’d):
SNAKE MAYER
CONTINUED FROM  P. 1 5 CONTINUED FROM  P. 1 6
lievable version of “Vultures,” where he had a 
mind-blowing guitar solo and jammed with a 
member of his band.
The last song of the night was “Gravity,” a 
song that meant a lot to everyone, including 
Mayer. “This song speaks my heart; I finally 
got good at speaking my heart,” he told the 
audience. The song was played with flawless 
guitar and beautiful vocals, when a woman’s 
booming voice was heard from off stage.
The audience was in awe; who could it be? 
Not Jessica, they prayed. It was none other 
than the sensational Alicia Keys. She took 
the stage next to Mayer and sang her heart 
out while Mayer backed her up and jammed 
out on his guitar. After the almost, 10-minute 
song, Mayer quietly and humbly took a bow 
with his hands in prayer position, thanked 
the audience and walked off just as he 
walked on. The night was over more quickly 
than it began.
Whether Mayer has changed as a per­
son is debatable, but without question, he 
has changed as a musician. The concert at 
Madison Square Garden proved Mayer as a 
true artist. He is winning Grammys and sell­
ing out concert venues. He has achieved the 
highest of musical status. No one has covered 
as many musical bases as John Mayer, and it 
will probably stay that way. No matter where 
he goes or what he does, he will always be one 
of a kind, and so will his music.
John Mayer will be engaging on a sum­
mer tour June through August all across 
the country. His newest album, Continuum, 
can be found in all CD stores now. For more 
information please visit www.johnmayer.com 
or www.myspace.com/johnmayer.
Ronnie (Timberlake) plays Rae’s (Ricci) severely anxious boyfriend who has ambitions for the army. Unfortunately, the role did not fit 
Timberlake well as one was constantly reminded of his girl-crazy boy band days.
handle shooting in the field). While I am in no 
way saying that this “handicap,” so to speak, 
is a dismissable one, it doesn’t really have a 
need for this story. If the writers needed a 
way for Ronnie to get discharged from the 
army, they should have assigned him a dif­
ferent disability that would fit him better. 
It also really doesn’t help that, compared to
the other males in the movie, Timberlake, 
even at the age of 26, still sounds like a pre- 
pubescent boy.
The storyline, itselfj had great potential, 
but never reached it. There was just this 
certain flare that was missing. Even though I 
felt slightly moved by the concept of the story, 
I can’t say that I felt the same way about the
movie as a whole.
The laundry line of mediocrity can go 
on and on. Bottom line? Justin Timberlake 
doesn’t belong in the film industry (or I guess 
any industry, for that matter), Sammie J. 
loves snakes and Christina Ricci loves sex. 
You know what they say: sex sells, and that’s 
all this film really has to depend on.
IRISH ROOK BAND 12PM-0PM
O i * t N t v t h v  i  » A Y I I A M  1 A M
i  i i r t o n  < . o m m o n s  || H o u l e  1 t a s l  | A c r o s S  f l  O l l l  1 i l l  < j c  ( J ( 9 7 3 )  2 8 4  0 2 0 0  | w w w  i  h e b h a n n o i i K o s e . c o m
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MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
John J. Cali School of Music
Old, New and 
Kind of Blue 
FredCohen
World Premiere!
M arch  26  • 7:30 P M  
Tickets $ 2 0
Come see an evening of new music that will feature several premieres including Dances and M editations for flute and 
string trio by composer Fred Cohen and Elegante Caynunguita, a new 
tango piece by Pablo Ziegler for flute and strings. Also featured will be 
works by Alberto Ginastera and Dimitri Shostakovich. Performers include 
the renowned Borromeo String Quartet, Susan Palma Nidel on flute and 
vocalist Christine Schadeberg.
John J. Cali School of Music
MSU Symphonic 
Band & Wind Symphony
Dream s, S p irits, and  Dances 
Thom as M cCauley, Director 
M arch  31 • 7:30 P M  
Tickets: $ 1 5
The MSU Wind Symphony and Symphonic Band team up for a diverse evening of music entitled Dreams, S p irits and Dances. Some of the highlights of the evening will include Rudkin’s The Dream  
o f Oenghus, Bukvich’s The Dream o f Abraham, Ticheli’s Blue Shades and two works by Percy Grainger 
including Irish  Tune from  County D erry and Shepherd’s  H ay
T H E A T E R
| j | ~
U
Department of Theatre and Dance
Twelfth Night or What You Will
written by: W illiam  Shakespeare 
Directed by: Christian E ly
M arch  28  - 31 • 7:30 PM ,
M arch  30  • 1 :00 P M , Ap ril 1 «2 :00  P M  
Tickets $ 1 5
Take a trip to Shakespeare’s magical kingdom of Illyria where love, disguises and revelry reign. This classic comedy of romance and mistaken identity helps 
to welcome in the spring. “If music be the food of love, play on!”
L. Howard Fox 
Studio Theatre
P A F
PERFORMING ARTS FEE
NO CHARGE FOR
MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH
PERFORMING ARTS FEE
Discounts for faculty, staff, and graduate students.
973- 655-5112
www.peakperfs.org
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Crouching Red Hawk, Hidden Corrine
Igor Vakgman I The Montclarion
“So how can this community be 
pro-active and fight these cutbacks?”
Employee layoffs could also lead to non-tenure professors being 
let go, which then, in turn, can lead to scarcity of courses and ovei> 
filled classes. With all this money being lost, one can nos? begin 
to understand why this administration has outsourced on many 
campus utihties, includiiig our bookstore, food preparations, spats 
facilities and parking. It is becoming a necessity, because the state 
has left us out to dry.
Thefirst thing we need to do is educate the students. Tb any pro­
fessors or administrators out there who have a good handle on this 
subject, feel free to write an article to The Moatdarim, explaining 
what is truly going on. After this step, we can then wort together 
in this new Triple Entente to find ways to get money back into this 
school. One may argue the reason that higher education is get­
ting proverbially crapped on is because of the silenced voice of the 
students, which it affects. Some say that senior citizens will never 
have driver's license restrictions because they are key demographic 
voters; well, the same thing rings true here. We have to get more 
involved in saving higher education in New Jersey.
The MSU administration has to open up lines of communication 
with its students and tell them what’s up, what’s down and how we 
can play our part “Help me to help you. Help me to help you.” That’s 
what we’re here for. We might not see eye to eye on anything else, 
but “The enemy of your enemy is your friend.”
Howtf that old war saying go, “The enemy of your enemy is your 
friend”? Yeah, that sounds about right, and we have come to a cross­
road where this slogan rings true. Higher education is in a bad way 
right now, mainly because of the debt ft#  state has accumulated 
over the years. In 2007 alone, Governor Corzine has proposed a 
|300 million cut for state colleges, private colleges and community 
colleges. This $300 miBkm proposed cat would affect Montclair State 
University as wefl. There is no grant of clemency tor ft# institu­
tion at ah, because we are just Eke Rutgers, Ramapo and William 
Paterson ~  a state school
This is a call to arms for everyone%t campus. We have to put 
away our petty differences and join up to get something done to save 
New Jersey higher education and to save ft# university, but what 
it is we have to do is a fuzzy area. Strength in numbers can be our 
saving vice, and the MSU administration, professors and students 
should (»me to some agreement, a new Triple Entente, if you will, to 
stop this travesty from happening. So, how can this community be 
pro-active and fight these cutbacks?
Everyone has a stake in this, staff induded, because according to 
Governor Corzine’s proposed budget reports, state colleges will have 
to pay for Che increases in salaries for employees, which would add 
up to an $80 mffionbill.MSU doesn’t have to pay all of that money 
alone, but they do have to pony up the dough for a chunk of that. 
If they can’t, then layoffs are inevitable. Students will not only see 
courses being consolidated, but increases in tuition and campus fees 
can also rear its uglyhead if MSU cannot withstand itself because of 
lack of state funding. The College of New Jersey is already consider­
ing a temporaiy layoff for employees next January because of the 
recent cutback. This hits dose to home and makes you wonder who’s 
next. We don’t have any special immunity either.
Week in ReviewThum bs up to the sex-related shows.
Thum bs down to the crappy graffiti in the
Student Center men’s
bathroom.
Thum bs up to the Café Diem staff for 
their great sandwiches, 
drinks and helpful service.
Thum bs down to the wind on campus 
Tuesday.
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C o u lte r N e e d s A n oth er 
P ie  in th e  Face
Right-Wing Pundit Promotes Hate Speech
It is  T im e fo r  P rio rity  
R eg istra tio n  R eform
This Extra Perk Should Only Be Given to a Few
Always the fount of political integrity, 
everyone’s favorite conservative pundit and 
shrill harpy Ann Coulter has once again 
made headlines. While 
this time she isn’t tell­
ing disabled Vietnam  
veterans that it was 
“People like you [who] 
caused us to lose that 
war” and commenting 
on 9/11 widows by stat­
ing “I’ve never seen peo­
ple enjoying their hus­
bands’ deaths so much,” 
Coulter still strikes a 
low blow.
In her address to the Conservative Political 
Action Conference on March 2, Coulter stat­
ed “I was going to have a few comments on 
the other Democratic presidential candidate 
John Edwards, but it turns out you have to go 
into rehab if you use the word ‘faggot,’ so I — 
so kind of an impasse, can’t really talk about 
Edwards.” Coulter’s comments were met with 
resounding applause from the audience.
She has also been quoted as stating that 
she has “even money” on Senator Hillary 
Clinton “coming out of the closet” and that 
her husband Bill Clinton shows signs of 
“latent homosexuality.” Her ‘90s-W hite- 
House-as-a-bathhouse analogy was brought 
full-circle when she made the comment that 
A1 Gore was a “total fag.”
First of all, let me just start by saying that 
I agree with Coulter’s notion that rehab for 
homophobia is silly and a publicist’s failed 
attempt at “damage control.” Alcoholism and 
drug addiction are diseases that can be 
treated in rehab. Deciding whether or not to 
drop a hate-ridden, vulgar word like “faggot” 
requires a little thing called a “conscience.” 
It is something that cannot be gained in 
rehab and something that Coulter and Grey’s 
Anatomy star Isaiah Washington clearly 
lack.
Now let’s address her sexually repressed 
high school football player “everyone’s gay 
but me” comments. What basis does she have 
to assume that Senator Clinton is a lesbian? 
Is it because Clinton dresses conservatively 
and doesn’t need to resort to wearing red 
leather miniskirts and come-f**k-me heels 
like Coulter does to get the chauvinistic pigs 
in her party to listen to her hollow beliefs? 
Is it because Clinton’s candidacy for U.S. 
President represents a fem inist forward 
momentum that Coulter rejected to remain 
a mouthpiece for a bigoted ideology that kept 
women stratified for as long as it did?
After all, she was the one who said, “It 
would be a much better country if  women 
did not vote. That is simply a fact. In fact, 
in every presidential election .since 1950 
— except Goldwater in ‘64 — the Republican 
would have won, if  only the men had voted.”
The fact of the matter is that if it weren’t 
for the work of feminists like Clinton, Coulter 
probably wouldn’t even have the opportunity 
to voice her homophobic, misogynistic, racist, 
uncompassionate, inhumane, uneducated 
and, frankly, stupid opinions.
And A1 Gore? “Total fag”? Since when is 
alerting the world about the possible dangers 
of global warning akin to trolling Manhunt 
for a possible playmate? I know that Jake 
Gyllenhaal followed up his environmentally 
conscious, global warming-themed disas­
ter flick The Day A fter Tomorrow with 
Brokeback Mountain, but still.
Is this the right’s newest attempt to deny 
the severity of global warming? When people 
make the comment that it feels like the 
earth’s heat is slowly rising, will conserva­
tives punch them in the face, call them a
“Deciding whether or not 
to drop a hate-ridden, 
vulgar word like “faggot” 
requires a little thing 
called a “conscience.” It 
is something that cannot 
be gained in rehab and 
something that Coulter 
and Grey’s Anatomy star 
Isaiah Washington clearly 
lack.”
“fag” and then drive off in their gas-guzzling 
SUV?
Now let’s get to the issue of Bill Clinton: 
“latent homosexual.” I’m sorry Annie, but 
wasn’t it you and your conservative sup­
porters who made Clinton out to be some 
kind of cigar-probing, dress-soiling, hetero- 
sexual-horndog sex deviant too preoccupied 
with sleeping with interns to get the job as 
President accomplished? Weren’t you quoted 
as making the false accusation that Clinton 
“raped a woman [and] molested interns in 
the White House, and then lied about it 
and committed felonies”? And now he’s a 
“latent homosexual”? Can we make a deci­
sion already? Say, straight-acting but bi-curi- 
ous?
And now she’s throwing cheap shots at 
John Edwards (the Presidential hopeful, not 
the Sci-Fi’s network’s conduit to the after­
life). As a proud liberal myself, I have my 
own uncertainties about Edwards’s capabil­
ity as the leader of the free world. However, 
Coulter presents no substantial argument 
against Edwards’s political stance and/or 
beliefs. He’s merely “a faggot.” And to that 
she receives applause. Her books continue 
to be bestsellers and she is given opportuni­
ties to address events as prestigious as the 
Conservative Political Action Conference.
How can any self-respecting Republican 
allow themselves to be associated with some­
one of the likes of Ann Coulter? Sexuality, 
race and gender are things that cannot be 
chosen. Who would choose to put themselves 
under the scrutiny of heartless bigots like 
Ann Coulter? However, ideology is something 
that can be chosen. It is something that can 
be criticized and scrutinized. Any good ideol­
ogy has arguments that are backed up with 
facts.
The only thing that Coulter has to back 
up any of her views is hate. Is an ideology of 
hate one that the Republicans wish to pres­
ent? Do they honestly believe it constitutes 
an honest and credible political party? And 
if  so, is an ideology of hate one that’s worth 
fighting for?
One of Coulter’s op-ed columns famously 
has the headline “Never trust a liberal over 
3.” In fact, most of Coulter’s material centers 
on the supposed immaturity of the left.
However, if  Coulter believes that such a 
patronizing nature needs to be taken when it 
comes to liberals, then perhaps her argument 
would be a little more credible if  she didn’t 
constantly resort to schoolyard taunts.
Peter Schaus, an English major, is  in h is first 
year as Managing Editor o f The Montclarion.
Every semester, I sit on the edge of my 
chair and glare at my computer screen until 
WESS will allow me to register for my class­
es. After I type in the 
call numbers for five to 
seven classes, I real­
ize about half of them 
are full and I have to 
rework my schedule. 
This is a grueling task 
for any student, wheth­
er you are a freshman 
or senior, commuter or 
resident. However, I do 
what I can. I find other 
classes, beg professors 
on the first day of the 
semester to let me into their classes, and 
wait and see if  someone will drop a class and 
I can grab their spot. I’m sure many other 
college students go through the same dilem­
ma as I semester after semester. I empathize. 
We share a common hate for rescheduling 
schedules.
But did you know that MSU athletes, the 
honors program, admissions ambassadors, 
students who have documentation on file 
with the Director of Services for Students 
with Disabilities and whose disability neces­
sitates such, and students who work on the 
MSU Emergency Medical Services Squad 
get priority registration? This means before 
the seniors, before the super-seniors and 
before the kids on the 10-year plan, these 
five groups of students , get to register for 
classes. I’ll bet they’ve never been shut out of 
Pursuits of English, better yet for the third 
semester in a row like me.
Let me begin with students with dis­
abilities. Of course they should get priority 
registration if, for some reason, they need to 
take certain classes at certain times. Even 
someone with no heart who is made out of 
a tin can understand that. Continue to have 
this service and continue to use it, and if one 
of you gets into Pursuits of English before I 
do, let me know how it is.
As for the honors program, I wish you 
much congratulations on your smarts. You 
worked hard, scored high in school and on 
your SATs, and probably have the intellec­
tual stimulation to sit in circles and discuss 
great books. I sincerely appreciate how hard 
you have worked and how hard you do work. I 
also understand that those in the honors pro­
gram need to take certain courses to remain 
in the honors program, whether they like it 
or not.
These honors classes are only available to 
honors students. Why should they be given 
priority registration if  they are only vying for 
these classes against the other honors stu­
dents? I know, I know -  it is great incentive 
to join the program and a nice little “thank 
you” for working hard. We all work hard. 
Seriously now, pin a rose on your noses. This 
is the first group that should be abolished 
from priority registration.
I’ve seen ambassadors give tours in icy 
weather, sweltering heat and even in the 
midst of exams. Many current students have 
been persuaded to attend Montclair because 
of one of these tours. And that’s not all they 
do. They work in the admissions office, go to 
recruiting events, run open houses ... the list 
is endless.
However, with approximately 40 student 
members, I think that someone will be free 
to give a tour every day. And they get paid. 
It’s only a mere $500 a semester, but it’s a job 
like any other. Work should revolve around 
school. No reason to get to register for your 
classes before the student who works the 
same amount of hours at their off-campus
job. A job is a job. Maybe it’s so you won’t get 
to complain to incoming students about not 
having the right classes since you get into 
them all. Get in line ambassadors and wait 
your turn to register.
The MSU Emergency Medical Services 
Squad does a service to the University. 
Thank you. It’s nice to know that if someone 
is choking on a panini iif  Café Diem, you’ll 
be there to help. You’re doing a great service 
as volunteers. However, as volunteers, you 
should give your time when you are not in 
class. If there is an emergency, people can 
call the cops. No worries; they get paid to 
save the day. Sorry for you kiddos; I don’t 
think you should get priority registration 
either.
My precious Division III athletes: I hate 
sports. I’m a fun of Derek Jeter, but that’s 
about it, I understand sports though. The 
all-American pastimes, the tailgates, the 
betting. Sure, whatever, do your thing, I’ll do 
mine. You have these tight game schedules 
that can’t be changed, and you have to prac­
tice every day. I’m granting you my stamp 
of approval for priority registration during 
the semester in  which your sport takes place 
only because it’s so closely related to many of
“I’ll bet they’ve never been 
shut out of Pursuits of 
English.”
your careers. Not saying any of you are going 
to go on to be future Yankees, but you’ll have 
some sports career, even if it’s in the minor 
leagues. You cannot negotiate game dates 
because it’s beyond only MSU, so you’ve got 
my stamp. Under one condition ... theater 
people get it too.
Theater people, I hope you’re reading 
this. You win my vote for the number one 
group of students who should be allowed to 
get priority registration. B.F.A. majors in 
the Department of Theatre and Dance are 
required to be in four MSU productions in 
order to graduate. What if they get cast in a 
show that rehearses in the evening and you 
have night classes because all the morning 
ones filled up?
I know for a fact that this year’s cast of 
Cabaret rehearsed five nights a week, all day 
on Saturdays and had night performances. 
Most shows at Montclair work this way. 
Priority registration should be honored to 
these students because it has a direct effect 
on their graduation requirements.
Of course I’d love to get priority registra­
tion for members of The Montclarion, the 
Student Government Association and other 
on-campus groups that work full time every 
semester. Nonetheless, we all sign up for 
these activities because we want to. No one 
is putting a gun to our heads and saying we 
won’t graduate unless we join these organiza­
tions.
Change needs to be made to these guide­
lines and fairness needs to be better executed 
in who should “really” get priority registra­
tion. Either that, or we’re all going to decide 
to save the world by being on the EMS, give 
tours to pimple-faced high school seniors and 
get a note for having a mental disability due 
to the fact that we are traumatized by not 
getting into Pursuits of English ... again.
Diana Salameh, an English major, is  in her first 
year as Assistant News Editor of 
The Montclarion.
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Put Up the No Vacancy Sign at MSU
Dr. Pennington Corresponds with Our Opinion Editor on Priority Housing for Super-Seniors
In the last couple of years, Montclair State 
University has super-saturated its campus with a 
flood of new students. ”
There was nothing out of the ordinary. 
It was another Friday night at The Village 
with a bunch of resident remnants left over 
after the other tenants 
had made their exo­
dus to go home for the 
next couple of days. A 
typical Montclair State 
University weekend, 
very mundane but very 
relaxed. There was noth­
ing new to report until 
later in the night: a 
buddy of mine turned to 
me and said, “Hey man, 
did you hear that fifth- 
year seniors are not getting priority housing 
next year?”
“No sh*t,” I answered abruptly, not taking 
in the implications that arose. But after a 
while, the question began to resonate in my 
head and my whole body began to morph into 
a state of paralysis. “Could they really do 
this?” I thought. “With the light at the end of 
the tunnel so close?” Apparently, the answer 
is yes.
I corresponded via e-mail with Dr. Karen 
Pennington, Vice President of Student 
Development and Campus Life, who was 
kind enough to take time out of her busy 
schedule to answer a few questions I had. 
She revealed that my friend’s notion was cor­
rect. Fifth-year seniors have a shot at prior­
ity housing next semester, but a small one at 
that.
“... Extraordinary circumstances are 
always taken into consideration and so are 
the rare students in programs designed to 
take more than four years to complete. Also, 
after advance room sign in and new upper- 
class students are assigned, if  there are still 
vacancies, then we will fill in the spaces with 
fifth-year students who request to be housed 
on campus.”
You know the old saying “seniority rules?” 
Well, it doesn’t anymore. Granted, where can
we place fifth-year seniors? They are a new 
genetic breed of students created by sloth in 
some cases or financial reasons in others. In 
my case, I drop a class here and there and 
I’m behind schedule, but what about the 
students who have jobs or other obligations 
besides school? Or what about students who 
will finish this fall, just a semester behind 
schedule?
Tuition is pricey, and I’m not touching 
that one because a) I don’t want to do the 
research to explain why it increases 8 per­
cent each year and b) I don’t think I’d under­
stand it even if I had all the information. 
(Feel free to write a Mailbag or an Op-Ed 
piece if you know the answer.) But MSU is an 
institution of hardworking middle-class stu­
dents. The majority have jobs to help pay for 
school costs, car insurance, cell phone bills 
and groceries. A 12-credit workload is nec­
essary most of the time, because anything 
over that could lead to some sort of nervous 
breakdown.
We’ve inherited this world from our par­
ents and their parents before that. We are 
fortunate enough to have them pave the way 
and work long hours humping for a prole­
tariat paycheck so their sons and daughters 
can make the next step into higher education 
and try to better themselves with jobs that 
require a college degree. Students embody 
this. They embody their parents’ hard work, 
and now it seems when they are so close to 
graduating and making the slow tedious 
climb up the social ladder, another roadblock 
is thrust in their way, which defers their 
spirits and has to make them re-work short­
term and long-term personal goals. It is a 
state of mayhem. A lump forms in the back 
of your throat, sweat forms on your brow and 
then comes the warm feeling you get when 
you realize you’ve been screwed.
Pennington explained to me in an earlier 
e-mail that “super seniors should pass the 
torch to another generation of MSU stu­
dents,” adding, “We know securing off cam­
pus housing can be difficult; we are offering 
the hotel as an option for those students who 
wish to take advantage of it and choose hot 
to look for other arrangements.”
Fifth-year seniors are being put out to 
pasture because, in the last couple of years, 
Montclair State University has super-satu­
rated its campus with a flood of new stu­
dents. When will this trend finally plateau? 
When will the realization come to those in 
charge that there is a big no vacancy sign 
lit up in pink neon lights on the intersection 
of Valley Road and Normal Avenue and the 
same no vacancy sign is cracked, disregarded 
and covered with brush, being ignored so 
much that students have to find university 
housing in the form of hotels.
If other arrangements mean an apart­
ment or house off campus, well that, in 
turn, can be quiet expensive. New Jersey’s 
property value in two-thirds of the state has 
skyrocketed in the last 10 years. Living on 
your own without your parents’ support and 
a job, or even two, can lead to the path of bad 
credit and extreme debt. A large price to pay 
for just wanting to get an education. So what 
is to be done?
“We are going to need to continue restrict
tions so that we can house as many request­
ing students as possible,” is what Pennington 
said. This article is not a knock on her, 
because she thoroughly understands that 
this is a broken situation and she sympathiz­
es with the students, but she has to stand her 
ground for what she and the administration 
thinks is right. She is not saying all five-year 
seniors w ill be displaced to roam the New 
Jersey Turnpike for 40 years, but some will 
wind up somewhere along Route 3 in a little 
place called Clifton.
This University needs to evolve and accom­
modate the new trend of super-seniors. We’ll 
leave quietly, peacefully and with a proud 
degree from Montclair State University. Just 
give us an opportunity to fulfill this major 
life goal. We are so close. In some cases, we 
only need between four and eight classes, and 
bon voyage, we will never bother you again. 
Just give us this. We pay five digits a year to 
go here, and now we are getting penalized for 
housing and student acceptance problems? 
That just does not add up.
Like Jack Nicholson’s character said in 
The Departed, “A man makes his own way. 
No one gives it to you. You have to take it.” 
Well, how much more do we have to take 
from MSU when we are already making our 
own way?
Tom Shields, a history major, is  in h is first year 
as Opinion Editor o f The Montclarion.
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The Montclarion Mailbag
Students Dissect Last Week’s Article “The Computer Labs of Chaos.”
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to last week’s 
op-ed article entitled “The Computer Labs of 
Chaos” by Robert Aitken to offer a riposte to 
his less-than-optimal solution to a problem 
which greatly affects students. I certainly 
share Aitken’s frustration with the problems 
associated with the printing labs on campus. 
The labs consistently run shortages of paper 
and ink, in addition to printer malfunctions 
and printing jobs that become backed up for 
extended periods of time.
The incessant chatting on AIM and surf­
ing on Facebook also compounds the prob­
lem. It is very bothersome to see such waste 
when others print out enormous stacks of 
paper, perhaps even entire books, that they 
would not print if they were actually made to 
pay the market rate for printing, rather than 
receiving grossly inefficient subsidies from 
others.
The problem with the printing labs is, 
interestingly enough, closely related to the 
problems of overfishing, deforestation and 
poaching, among others. The main problem 
is that printing is underpriced, the result 
of deliberate university policy. The current 
policy is to finance the printing by charging 
fees on each student’s bill. As such, the print­
ing labs on campus have been transformed 
into what economists call a common pool 
resource.
Common pool resources are economic 
goods (or services), whether fish, rainforest, 
elephants or even printing services at MSU, 
whose consumption is classified as rival, 
but non-excludable. Put simply, each person 
that prints out a document consumes that 
particular service, ink and paper which oth-, 
ers cannot simultaneously consume. If other 
students wish to print something, they must 
consume additional ink, paper and printing 
services.
However, the printing labs are non­
excludable, meaning that students cannot 
be turned away, and thus, there is no way 
to ration the scarce printing resources. The 
resulting inefficient printing at MSU or 
declining cod populations in the waters of 
New England leads to something called the 
tragedy of the commons.
The underpricing of printing means that 
each user can print out as much as he/she 
likes because the costs and benefits of each 
user are not appropriately aligned. Most stu­
dents receive less benefit from the printing 
labs than the cost they incur from subsidiz­
ing them.
I certainly do not receive the benefits from 
using the printing lab equal to the cost that 
appears on my bill. In fact, it is crucial to 
point out the other costs, such as time waiting 
for others, increased maintenance costs and 
even missed assignments. It turns out that 
the costs are far greater than first thought. 
The solution is not difficult to implement but 
will probably run into resistance from some 
members of the community that feel wrongly 
entitled to consume voraciously on someone 
else’s dime.
By eliminating the fees on tuition bills 
and pricing the printing appropriately to 
market conditions, students are made to face 
all of the costs and benefits of their consump­
tion habits and market efficiency w ill be 
reached at minimum cost.
Most students w ill end up paying less 
for printing then they currently do, partly 
because they w ill print less, and the ones
that still wish to print out huge piles of docu­
ments w ill be forced to pay a higher price for 
their consumption. The net result will be cost 
savings for the entire college. As the system  
exists now, there is no incentive to ration 
consumption and it is no surprise that the 
bill for printing services continues to rise. 
Aitken states, and many students w ill agree, 
to simply spend more money.
However, greater spending means that 
the “tragedy” of overconsumption w ill con­
tinue and costs w ill continue to rise, without 
addressing the underlying problem of ineffi­
cient pricing. By way of analogy, if  the world’s 
oceans were magically stocked to optimal 
levels again, overfishing would resume with­
out the underlying problem of incorrect pric­
ing being solved.
If spillovers are absent, then we have the 
market equilibrium that best signals the 
benefits and costs of the entire college. When 
the spontaneous order of markets are left to 
function without interference, they are supe­
rior to any other social arrangement. When 
market conditions change, the appropriate 
price signals and adjustment mechanisms 
allow market participants to self-ration as 
the good or service in question becomes rela­
tively more or less scarce.
Thus, there is no need for rationing by a 
legal authority because the collective infor­
mation embedded in price signals conveys 
this role far more accurately and without 
physical coercion. As our current printing 
policy is concerned, rather than allowing cru­
cial market signals to be conveyed as what 
everyone believes printing services are worth 
at a particular time, the necessary adjust­
ments do not occur and everyone is worse 
off.
Joseph Austin Sullivan
Economics
Junior
Dear Editor,
The March 1 issue of The Montclarion 
featured a column about the computer labs 
on campus. I work for OIT and would like to 
give the following reply.
The Student Center lab is labeled a “print­
ing lab.” The one in University Hall is not. 
Students are allowed to use the Internet for 
any means they wish. If there is a line or wait, 
employees always instruct users that the lab 
needs to be used for academic purposes only. 
Anyone who is caught on MySpace, Facebook 
or anything not school related (when there is 
a wait) is asked to leave.
If someone waits until 20 minutes before 
class to either type something up or print it 
out, they deserve to be delayed. They can’t 
blame their procrastination on other com­
puter users. Students are allowed to print 
out excessively long documents, or books, as 
long as it is for a class.
Every lab has a telephone. Students call 
in daily, asking the current status of the lab. 
Please be advised that you can do that, and 
it w ill save you a trip if  a particular lab cur­
rently very busy.
Also, there are many other labs on cam­
pus other than the one in the Student Center 
and the one in University Hall. The column 
author stated he’s a math major, so he should 
definitely at least be aware of the lab in 
Richardson Hall. There is also one upstairs 
in Sprague, which seats over 20 users, and 
an area in the basement of the library where
you can borrow a laptop for a three-hour 
period. You can also print from the multime­
dia room in  the library.
I’m typing this up, currently in the 
Sprague lab, with only one other user pres­
ent. Clearly, no one has room to complain. 
There are plenty of computers, printers and 
paper readily available. If students do not 
read through their student handbooks, pay 
attention at orientation or read through 
the MSU webpage to find out where their 
technology fee is going, it is not the fault of 
the OIT employees when students complain 
about lab policies.
Christina Umowski
Psychology
Senior
Dear Editor:
In the March 1 issue of The Montclarion, 
there was a column in the Opinion section 
that spoke about the inadequacies of the 
computer labs on our campus. As an OIT 
employee, this column has infuriated me to 
no end.
First, the Student Center computer lab is 
not run by OIT; rather it is run by the Info 
Desk at the Student Center. It is unfortu­
nate that they seem to never have paper, but 
OIT has nothing to do with them.
Secondly, in the University Hall lab (as 
well as the additional labs on campus), the 
paper usage is out of control. In a common 
two-hour working shift, many times I have 
emptied a case of paper into the printers and 
trashed more than that. I place the blame 
on the school budget cuts rather than on 
OIT. Most departments have drastically cut 
the Xeroxing lim its for professors, forcing 
the students to print out almost everything 
for their course from Blackboard, and OIT 
simply cannot keep up with the demands.
The author of this column mentioned the 
fact that the labs “maybe ... could employ 
people who actually tell [the people surf­
ing the Internet] to leave.” In all actual­
ity, I obviously cannot speak for all of lab 
assistants, but the policy we are supposed 
to follow is if there is a line and someone is 
found doing non-school related things (i.e., 
AIM, Facebook or MySpace), that student 
is asked to leave. It is almost impossible to 
catch everyone doing something they aren’t 
supposed to, though.
Finally, I find the fact he mentions that 
the campus is wireless and to “take your 
laptop and go to one of those places... surf on 
your own time” particularly disturbing and 
just plain rude. Just because you personally 
have the money to have a laptop on you at all 
times doesn’t mean that everyone is just as 
privileged! Some students do not even have 
a computer at home/dorm to use and that is 
why they use the labs.
This doesn’t mean that the author doesn’t 
make valid points. I agree with the notion 
that the non-essential usage of the comput­
ers should be done when there aren’t lines: 
that actually is a policy. And of course we 
(the lab assistants) wonder why things aren’t 
working properly or there is no paper— we’re 
students just as much as you are. We pay the 
same fees. But nothing is 100 percent perfect 
100 percent of the time. Welcome to life.
Christine Sterling
English
Senior
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Crossword
ACRO SS  
1 Killed violently 
5 Grasp suddenly 
9 West African 
republic
14 Ripped
15 Old Capri cash
16 Lubricated
17 Purple fruits 
used as table 
vegetables
19 Work, as dough
20 Bothers
21 Dodgers
23 Become visible 
gradually
25 Anger
26 Picture holders
30 Discomposed
35 Bar for lifting
36 Vexatious kids
37 Old French coin
38 Baking box
39 “It Happened 
One Night” 
director
40 Hick
41 “__Town”
42 Brass or bronze,
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Solutions
e.g.
43 River ducks
44 Do-over suits
46 Pad
47 QB Manning
48 Extended 
narrative poem
50 Annapolis or 
West Point 
54 Rorschach test 
pattern
59 One who fails 
repeatedly
60 Welder’s gas
62 Japanese 
capital
63 Try to outrun
64 Get an eyeful
65 Mary-Kate and 
Ashley
66 Soaked in anil
67 Lads
DOWN
1 Musical interval
2 Theater area
3 Work units
4 Shed tears
5 Scowls
6 De-soap
7 Cultural 
expression
8 Foundation.
9 Small, racing 
vehicles
10 Get in the way of
11 'Away from the 
wind
12 Close by
13 Calculates totals 
18 Biblical outcast 
22 Broad view
24. Intended result
26 Story
27 Musical variety 
show
28 Turn away
29 Chess pieces
31 Not a single
32 Customary
33 Aristocrat
34 Poet Edgar 
36 Cinderella’s
destination
39 State as true
40 C SA  soldier
42 Wing flap
43 In bad taste
45 Overnight flight
46 Colored slightly
49 Separate 
portion
50 Choir voice
51 Unmoved
52 Invites
53 Inmates’ 
exercise area
55 Shapeless form
56 Toy block maker
57 Exclusively
58 Golf gadgets 
61 Coral islet
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ACRO SS  
1 Ringlet 
5 Thick slices 
10 Gullible dupes
14 Fabled canal
15 Lama’s land
16 The Police or 
Green Day, e.g.
17 Computer input
18 Fossil resin
19 Lively dance
20 Granary adjunct 
22 On a plane
24 Alimony 
recipients
25 Serengeti 
stalker
26 Act parts
29 Scarlet birds
33 City on the 
Rhone delta
34 Fashions
35 Illuminated
36 Related
37 Partnered
38 L i  qua non
39 Opposite of 
WSW
40 Sees socially
41 Life Is It, 
Anyway?”
42 Caries spotters
44 Wobble
45 Feed the pot
46 Hunky-dory
47 Pang 
50 Clothes
collection
54 Called up
55 Lasso
57 Pension $$
58 False god
59 Missed the mark
60 Catches in the 
act
61 Autry of oaters
62 Tightly packed
63 Elation
DOWN
1 Relinquish
2 Russian river
3 Religious 
custom
4 Like most bread
5 Declares
6 Prom rides
7 Brief wd.
8 Speller’s contest
9 Taxed to the 
utmost
10 Robust
11 Solid surface
12 Dock of the bay
13 Auctioneer’s 
word
21 Chopping tools
23 Long, fluffy 
scarves
25 Takes on cargo
26 Fully gratified
27 Hag
28 Foley or 
Glasgow
29 Carries the 
burden
30 George who was 
Mary
31 Washer cycle
32 Take the tiller
34 Picture border
37 Brought under 
control
38 Swerving off 
course
40 Fender 
indentation
41 Move along
43 Confused jumble
44 Violent diatribe
46 Destinies
47 Math course
48 Emulate an ibis
49 Privy to
50 Alert to danger
51 Preacher 
Roberts
52 Ballplayer 
Ruth
53 Latin being 
56 Anger
Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star. LIVE YOUR DREAMS Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATION ESI A DETTE! LIFE 
www.forbelterlife.org
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Child Care Wanted
Caring, responsible person wanted to 
babysit Upper Montclair 7-year-old; 
Monday -  Friday 3:45-7:00; own car, 
good driving record and references; 
salary + gas $, (973) 746-3840
After-school babysitter wanted for 
children ages 10-14 in our Montclair 
home; weekdays (except Thursdays) 
from 3:30-6:30 p.m. Must have a 
driver's license and references. 
$12/hour.
Call Nancy at (973) 746-3903
Upper Montclair family looking for 
babysitter to start April 9. Perfect 
situation for a student -  live in or out. 
2:30-7:30 to help with homework, 
dinner, laundry. IWo children 10 & 12. 
Must have license and references. 
Please contact jgsands@gmail.com
Looking for warm, loving, depend­
able babysitter for my 2-1/2 year old. 
Occasional mornings and weekend 
evenings. Must have own transpor­
tation and provide references. (973) 
509-9128.
Models Needed
Professional Montclair artist is look' 
ing females to model for life draw­
ing sessions. $15 per hr.
(973) 509-2990 or 
d_vallejo@comcast.net.
Help Wanted
Health club. Upper Montclair, front 
desk help part-time 4:30 a.m. -  10 
p.m. Mon-Fri, 7:00 a.m. -  6 p.m. Sat 
8c Sun. Fax resume or« letter with 
specific times and days available. 
(973) 233-0840 Attn: Tom
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per 
hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting 
and pet-sitting. Register free for 
jobs near campus or home and start 
earning extra cash now! 
www.student-sitters.com
Abercrombie & Fitch
Now hiring full time asst, managers
4-year degree Req'd.
Seeking a communications person 
for full-time entry level position. 
Also seeking full/part-time sales as­
sociate. Visit www.weprintfast.com  
for details
For Rent
Female students shared or double 
rooms available now; also summer 
2007. Furnished, easy walk -  across 
from campus. From $430/month 
utilities included. Internet and cable 
available.
Call info: (973) 778-1504.
For information on placing your own 
ad, consult the second page or call 
Kevin Schwoebel at (973) 655-5237
We Want You 
Can You Draw?
Are You Funny?
Do You Look Funny?
Then I Have A Place 
For You!
Contact AJ @
.M SU Production@ G m aiI.com
m  m  Doctor Of m  mChiropractic
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive 
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical 
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and 
extensive clinical rotations.
Logan students receive all this and more!
Specialties Within Chiropractic:
♦ Sports Rehab ♦  General Practice
4 Pediatrics 4 Neurology
4 Geriatrics 4 Orthopedics
4 Radiology 4 Research
4 Acupuncture 4 Personal Injury
Contact Logan University at www.logan.edu for an info 
packet to your future as a Doctor of Chiropractic.
A special ultraviolet camera makes 
it possible to see the underlying 
skin damage done by the sun. And 
since 1 in 5 .Americans will develop 
skin cancer in their lifetime, 
what better reason to always use 
sunscreen, wear protective clothing 
and use common sense.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY 
8 8 8 . 4 6 2 .  DE RM  [ w w w . a a d . o r g
X
■1
I ¡IlllllllillS ¡¡Pill 
! Im
—S i l l B
n r T  ■ Physicians Dedicated to 
Excellence in Dermatology'
M M p  w w w . a a o f . o r g
text messaaefrom the American Academy of Dermatology.
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Too Much Hockey in the Metro Area?
A Look into the History of Professional Hockey in the Metro Area and Possible Remedies for the Ailing Sport
Nik Protasenia 
S taff Writer
There’s no doubt about it. Sports fans in 
the New York/New Jersey area love their 
sports teams. Whether you are a Jets fan or 
a Giants fan, you know that every Sunday 
during the fall, you can look forward to a 
lazy afternoon filled with beers and football. 
Plus, what better way is there 
to spend the summer than 
going to a Yankees or Mets 
game with 50,000 other fans to 
watch the drama slowly (and I 
emphasize slowly) unfold?
Then, of course, there is the 
NBA during winter with the 
Knicks and Nets. Where, then, 
does the NHL fit into the local 
sports fan’s attention? Hockey 
will never be number one in 
America, but it can certainly 
do much better than being the 
No. 4 sport in popularity. In 
fact, hockey, in most areas of 
the country, can be compared 
to professional soccer in rec­
ognition (I almost forgot about 
the New York Red Bulls.) In 
this region of the country, I 
believe that the hockey market 
is saturated and is in need of some changes.
We may be considered spoiled brats com­
pared to the rest of the country with our 
hockey market, because while the rest of 
the country only has one or no local team  
to follow, we are treated to three teams: the
Devils, Islanders and Rangers. The Devils 
are the most successful out of the bunch, 
winning three Stanley Cups in the past 12 
seasons. Yet, despite winning all these titles, 
anyone who has ever been to a Devils home 
game can tell you that the arena is only filled 
to one-third capacity. In order to remedy 
this situation, Devils owner Jeff Vanderbeek 
will move the team to a smaller arena: the
Prudential Center in Newark, scheduled 
to be opened next season. I believe that, 
at first, the arena will sell out, primarily 
because people w ill love the novelty of a new 
arena, but once that wears off and the Devils 
play their usual boring, suffocating defensive
game, the people will be turned off once 
again. Not to mention, the smaller arena will 
only create the illusion that more fans are 
coming to the game. General Manager Lou 
Lamoriello may be a success at building a 
winning hockey team, but he is a failure at 
marketing it.
When the Islanders came into the NHL 
in 1972, they couldn’t draw any fans to their
games, because 
every New 
Yorker back then 
was a Ranger 
fan, naturally. 
In due time, 
they got their 
act together, and 
before anyone 
knew it, they 
collected four 
straight Stanley 
Cups from 1980- 
1983. Those 
glory days, how­
ever, are long 
gone, and the 
Islanders are 
dealing with  
the same empty 
arena syndrome 
as the Devils.
Unfortunately for them, the Islanders are 
led by an egotistical owner named Charles 
Wang, who loves to flash his arrogance by 
signing guys to 10- and 15-year, multi-mil- 
lion-dollar deals. The team hasn’t been in a 
position to win in a long time, although many
believe that newly acquired winger Ryan 
Smyth may be a start.
The Rangers, on the other hand, have 
managed to sell out night in and night 
out even through their seven-year playoff 
drought. The 1994 Cup seems like it hap­
pened centuries ago, given their losing ways, 
but they manage to keep bringing the fans 
in. What makes the Rangers different from 
the Devils or Islanders is that the Rangers 
are one of the six original NHL teams. The 
Rangers have been around since the begin­
ning, while the Devils and Islanders were 
expansion teams that had to change the 
hearts and minds of established Rangers 
fans in the area.
What I believe needs to be done in order 
for hockey to gain popularity in this region is 
that the Devils and Islanders need to either 
move or fold, and the area needs to promote 
the Rangers even more. I’m not just saying 
this simply because I am a Rangers fan. I do 
believe that both the Islanders and Devils 
have no shot at gaining fans and would be 
better off somewhere else. How does a cham­
pionship team only fill an arena to one-third 
capacity? If the NHL had it their way, they 
would probably move the teams to the South, 
in places like Nashville or Florida, where 
fans have no interest in hockey to begin with, 
and hope that hockey would somehow catch 
on. Oh wait, that already happened.
There are a number of teams in the league 
that cannot lure fans into their games, and 
I believe the NHL would do much better 
with fewer teams in the league, rather than 
more.
courtesy of members.aol.com/resurgencecity 
This is what architects want the outside of Prudential Center in Newark to look like 
when it is complete next fall. Will the New Jersey Devils be able to fill the inside?
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How Am I Supposed to Fill out this Stupid Bracket?
A Few Ideas for Filling out Those Confusing Brackets on Selection Sunday
Bobby Melok 
Sports Editor
So, now that the Montclair State bas­
ketball season is over, all you college hoops 
fans w ill probably be turning to the NCAA 
Division I men’s basketball tournament to 
get your fix for the next month. Also, you 
could be one of the many people on Facebook 
who accepts every invitation sent your way 
and found yourself in one of the thousands 
of pools on the site.
You might be wondering what you’ve 
gotten yourself into. To the uninitiated, 
the tournament brackets look so confusing, 
they might as well be written in hieroglyph­
ics. However, you’ve already hit accept and 
joined the pool. You don’t want to look like 
an idiot to your friends, but you have no idea 
how to fill out your brackets. You might be 
tempted to start picking random teams to 
advance, but there’s a better way to figure 
out the tournament. In fact, there’s a sci­
ence devoted to it.
Bracketology is the method college bas­
ketball analysts use every year to determine 
the field of 64 teams and who will move on to 
the later rounds. I’m not going to be giving 
you the same sort of science, using strength 
of schedule, Ratings Percentage Index (RPI) 
and that sort of sports mumbo-jumbo. What 
I w ill give you are a few simple points 
to remember come Sunday when the final 
brackets are released and it’s time for you to 
fill out your brackets.
N d 1 Seeds ALWAYS make it out of 
the first round. With the way the NCAA 
Tournament is set up, with there being four 
sets of 16 teams seeded from No. 1 to No. 16 
based on their play during the year, the No. 
1 team has the easiest first round matchup: 
the 16 seed. These are the best of Division 
I’s lower tier schools. They don’t have the
amount of money or star players the higher- 
ranked teams do, but still manage to play 
decent basketball. However, come tourna­
ment time, they have no chance to advance 
because they are matched up against the 
four best teams in the tournament. Since 
the tournament expanded to 64 teams in 
1985, no 16 seed has defeated a No. 1 seed. 
Some have come close and given gamblers
nationwide a collective heart attack, but none 
have managed to pull off the ultimate upset. 
The last team to come extremely close was 
Farleigh Dickinson, who finished the first 
half of their match against Illinois trailing 
32-31, but fell apart in the second half, los­
ing 67-55. Maybe one day, the playing field 
w ill be even enough so that a No. 16 seed
can advance, but don’t count on it. The No. 1 
versus No. 16 match-up should be four easy 
wins in your pool.
No. 8 versus No. 9 games could go either 
way. As you can probably guess from how 
close they are ranked, when the eighth and 
ninth seeded teams meet in the first round, it 
could go either way. They are the most even­
ly matched games in the first round. There’s
no concrete way to predict. You might have 
to do a little research here and try to make 
an educated guess.
No. 13 seeds an dangerous. Every year, 
there seems to be one or two teams that give 
sports writers the Cinderella story they pray 
for every March. They often come in the 
form of the 13th-seeded teams in the tourna­
ment. They’re not meant to make it past the 
first round. Their opponents underestimate 
them and get caught off-guard, and then 
it’s too late. Last year, the Bradley Braves 
defeated No. 4-seeded Kansas to move on. 
In 2005, Vermont knocked off one of the top 
programs in the nation in Syracuse. This 
year, a number of schools could pose a dan­
ger to the best in the nation. If they make 
it out of the America East tournament, the 
Vermont Catamounts look to be a 13th seed 
once again.
After the first round, No. 1 seeds don’t 
fare so well. They’re supposed to have the 
easiest path to the Final Four, but for the No. 
1 seeds, after the first round, it never is as 
easy as it seems. Since the expansion of the 
tournament, no four No. 1 seeds have made it 
to the Final Four. However, at least one No. 
1 team has made it to the Final Four each 
year, except for 1980 and 2006.
Once you’re finished with the first two 
rounds, there’s no sure-fire way to tell who’s 
going to win and who’s going back to the 
lecture halls until next winter. There’s a 
number of methods you could use to pick the 
remaining games. You could opt to pick the 
teams with the best records. Depending on 
how the sports gods feel this year, that could 
be a smart move, or a bracketbuster. You 
could also be daring and come up with your 
own method of selection. Why not try pre­
dicting based on what team has the coolest- 
looking uniforms? How about schools with 
the weirdest mascots? There’s no shortage of 
those in the NCAA.
Regardless of how you decide the majority 
of the tournament, keep these four points in 
mind when you’re filling out your bracket 
on Selection Sunday and you should net 
yourself bragging rights among your friends, 
and maybe even one of those cash prizes on 
Facebook.
courtesy of Sportsline.com
If you’ve never seen one of these brackets before, you might be in trouble come Selection 
Sunday, when it’s time to fill one out on Facebook.
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BATTING
> At Bata 1 HH Qi
DH - Bowness .319 210 67 10 49 .391
IB - Politan .298 171 51 3 23 .418
2B - Cuozzi .247 154 38 0 21 .287
3B-Clark .315 146 46 1 23 .443
SS - Scelzo .262 84 22 0 8 .337
LF - Meyer .310 58 18 0 9 .400
CF - Nuûes .234 209 49 0 28 .349
RF - Evangelist .296 142 42 0 17 .399
PITCHING
m  WL K IP Oü
Stringer 4.10 20 4-5 77 79 .239
Recchia 4.53 14 4-3 58 65.2 .232
Dalton 3.68 17 2-0 30 36.2 .246
Gomez 3.72 19 3-0 36 46 .289
Anderson 3.08 20 4-0 21 26.1 .240
Cabalar 3.60 20 4-2 20 30 .241
Traverso 4.58 16 0-1 17 19.2 .284
Schindler 10.18 15 2-0 12 20.1 .357
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What Roy+iey M y Fea+bérs
M ike Johnson D iscusses the D ifference B etw een W ooden and M etal Bats in all L evels o f Baseball
Courtesy of pbase.com/bubbahawk
Montclair State University right fielder Scott Evangelist looks at a pitch during their game 
against Salisbury. Evangelist and the rest of the Red Hawks use metal and composite bats 
from companies such as Easton, Louisville and TPX.
Jessica Sproviero i The Montdarion
Mike Johnsoh 
Assistant Sports Editor
Ask any old-time baseball player, and 
they will tell you that there are two amazing 
sounds in baseball, depending on what posi­
tion you are in.
When at the plate, there is nothing better 
than hearing that sweet and swift crack of 
wood meeting cowhide. It’s the kind of sound 
that echoes throughout the stadium and 
leaves everyone’s necks craned upward at the 
baseball that is rapidly leaving the field.
For the pitcher and catcher, there is no 
sweeter sound than the loud pop heard when 
the ball hits the glove at top speed.
But since the ‘70s, baseball has adopted a 
new, sweet sound that almost everyone can 
enjoy (except the pitcher).
Since the inception of the aluminum bat 
in the early 1970s, that deafening “ping” 
sound of the baseball hitting the sweet spot 
of the aluminum bat has become the staple 
for Little League and college baseball and 
has both drawn more people to the games 
and driven up the stats for batters. But with 
this invention comes great debate.
Is it really worth the danger to have metal 
bats incorporated into our Little League 
games? Is it necessary for the baseballs to 
travel farther and faster than they already 
do? Some would say yes, but some would say 
no.
In a Little League game on June 6, 2006, 
Steven Domalewski, who was pitching for his 
team in the Wayne Police Athletic League, 
was struck in the chest by a line drive which 
was hit off of a metal bat, and his heart 
stopped. His brain was without oxygen for 
close to 15 minutes, and the results of this 
accident could be with him forever.
Of course, this is only one incident of 
many that have occured since the institution 
of the metal bat in Little League baseball. If 
you still need more proof, take a look at these 
statistics.
A Major League fastball is thrown at an 
average speed of 90 miles per hour. The dis­
tance from the pitcher’s mound to home plate 
is 60 feet and six inches. This means the 
baseball w ill reach the catcher’s glove in .458 
seconds, and the batter has significanlty less 
time than that to decide whether or not he is 
going to swing at the pitch. Let’s just assume 
the batter makes contact with this pitch, and 
it is hit back at the pitcher. With a standard 
wooden bat, this ball would be hit back at the 
pitcher at about 98 miles per hour and would 
reach him in .423 seconds.
There are three things that make this 
more difficult for the pitcher to defend 
against. The first is that the pitcher is not 
expecting this ball to come back at him, 
whereas the batter is awaiting the delivery of 
the ball. The second is that the pitcher, after 
releasing the ball, is in a defenseless position, 
generally with his arm crossed over his chest 
and face leaning toward home plate. The 
third, and most obvious, is that it takes less 
time for the ball to get .to the mound than it 
did to get to home plate. While we are talk­
ing about a difference of only .035 seconds, it 
can make all the difference.
Let’s put these two players in the same 
scenario but change one thing. Let’s give the 
batter a metal bat this time.
That same 90 mph fastball would still 
reach home plate in the same amount of 
time, but that same batted ball would now 
be going approximately 105 mph and would 
reach the pitcher in .395 seconds. That 
means the ball would have gotten back to 
the pitcher .063 faster than he threw it to the 
catcher. Still not convinced that metal bats 
are too dangerous?
This doesn’t even mention what would 
happen if the incoming pitch were to be 
more like 100 mph, because any baseball fan 
knows that the faster it comes, the faster it 
goes.
Now, what about Little League? They 
can’t pitch as fast or swing as hard as profes­
sionals, but what they do have going against 
them is that the pitcher’s mound is 14 feet
closer to home plate.
The average fastball from a 10-year old 
is about 45 mph. This means the baseball 
reaches home plate in about .697 seconds. 
This is significantly more time than the 
majors; in fact, it is about a quarter of a sec­
ond more time for the Little League batter to 
react.
If that same 45 mph fastball was hit with
Courtesy of usatoday.com
Barry Bonds, entering the 2007 season 
with 734 home runs in his career, 21 shy of 
trying Hank Aaron’s Major League record, 
has hit every one of those home runs with a 
wooden bat like the one shown here.
a wooden bat and sent back at the pitcher, 
the ball would return at an average speed of 
62 mph in about .505 seconds. This gives the 
pitcher a half of a second to react to the ball. 
I know there are a lot of numbers here to 
soak in, but just bear with me. We’re almost 
done.
If that same batter were to hit that same 
pitch with a metal bat, the ball would return 
at a speed of 65.5 mph and would reach the 
pitcher in .477 seconds, which is just .054 
slower than a professional scenario.
So, why do we insist on throwing our kids 
out onto a field where baseballs are traveling 
at rates similar to those of professional ball- 
games when their minds aren’t always in the 
game to begin with?
Let’s face it. Most of the time, these kids 
are out there picking weeds, kicking dirt or 
dreaming of winning the World Series. Only 
a select few children actually pay attention 
to every pitch of every game. Not to mention, 
their reaction time is much slower compared 
to a professional pitcher like Mike Mussina 
or Tom Glavine.
According to Foxnews.com, at least 16 
kids have been killed by baseballs hit with 
metal bats since 1991. Only two kids were 
killed by wood bats during this same stretch, 
but considering roughly 90 percent of young 
players use metal bats, the ratio doesn’t nec­
essarily suggest the composition of the bat is 
to blame.
It’s time for people to take these numbers 
into consideration and start facing the facts. 
Metal bats are too dangerous for children to 
be playing with. If my father and his father 
and all of our fathers and grandfathers used 
wood bats, then why can’t we? Do we all feel 
like we are better than them or deserve to 
have better batting averages than them? No 
one even keeps stats in Little League, or at 
least they shouldn’t.
So why should it be that New Jersey 
would be the only state to ban metal bats in 
Little League play? I think it’s stupid that 
New Jersey would be the only one to do this. 
Of course, if  they were, it would make for 
interesting scenarios like New Jersey being 
in the Little League World Series and being 
the only team to use a wooden bat, or what 
if  other teams come to New Jersey to play? 
Can they use metal bats, or do they have to 
use wooden bats also?
Of course, all of these numbers and sce­
narios are hypothetical, because we can 
never know how dangerous a ball is until it 
is hit at us, our little brother or one day, our 
sons. Let’s work together to make baseball 
safe for all ages so the game can thrive, and 
everyone can enjoy it.
And that’s what rustles my feathers!
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W e h m e y e r  scored fo u r  goals  and  o n e  assist 
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Who holds the record for most hits in a single Red Hawk
baseball season?
___ LAST EDITION’S QUESTION________ _ ____'J
Who pitched the last perfect game for the
Red Hawks at MSU Softball Stadium?
. 1 . . . . . . . . . .  ...........
ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
A thanasia  Totaro pitched a p e rfe c t gam e aga inst Baruch, winning  
1 2 -0 , on April 2 0 , 2 0 0 6 .  It w as th e  firs t g am e  o f a double-header.
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Tïïis Weelc TKîTWeelcThis W eek
M on. vs. FDU-Florham, 8:30 p.m Tues. vs. McDaniel, TBA 
Thurs. vs. Dickinson, TBA 
-@ West Palm Beach, Fla
Sat. vs. W artburg, 11 a.m.
Sun. vs. W heaton, 7 p.m.
M on. vs. Brockport St., 12:30 p.m  
Tues. vs. Denison, 3:30 p.m.
Sat. vs. Dubuque, 9 a.m.
Sat. vs. Framingham, 11 a.m  
-@ Fort Meyers, Fla.
Last W eek 's Results 
2/28 - MSU 7, O neonta State 11 
3/3 - M SU 11, Eastern Conn., 7
Last W eek 's  Results 
3/7- MSU 00, Drew  00
Last Week's Results 
3 /3 -M S U  10, Salisbury 15 
3 / 4 -M S U  1, Salisbury 14
Last W eek 's  Results 
No Gam es Played
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Softba ll (CM)) W om en's Lacrosse (0-0)
The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
Women’s Basketball Wins Fifth ECAC Championship
M achin Scores Third Straight D ouble D ouble as Lady Red Hawks D efeat Farmingdale State 85-70
Total Points
depilante jfHacinn (326)
Rebounds
^ (W ra^ 8nJ ^ ^ )
Blocks'
(39)
Steals
Sierica tèarrabrant (41)
Robert Aitken 
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The Lady Red Hawks basketball team  
ends their season as champions. With an 85- 
75 victory over second-seeded Farmingdale 
State, Montclair 
State won their 
fifth ECAC Metro 
Championship, their 
first since 1999. The 
win helps Montclair finish their season at 
18-10, equaling their overall record from 
last season. It also helped seniors Stephanie 
Machin and Ferin Catlett end their colle­
giate careers with championships.
Machin finishes her Red Hawk career 
with 107 career games (tied for fifth all- 
time), starting 104 of those games (tied for 
fourth all-time). Machin is the fifth leading 
scorer in school history (1,493) and fourth in 
free throws made (349). Last year, Machin 
became just the fifth different Lady Red 
Hawk to be selected as an All-American. 
In her career, Machin also has been elected 
First Team All-NJAC three times, Player of 
the Year and Rookie of the Year. Catlett has 
played in 90 career games, starting in 47 of 
them. Catlett averaged 5.6 points per game 
and had 3.8 rebounds per game in her four 
years at Montclair. She will leave this team  
ranked 10th all-time in blocks (78), one more 
than Machin’s career total, including 39
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Ferin Catlett, Jessica Horan and Stephanie Machin (left to 
right) accept the award for for their fifth ECAC Championship 
title in school history.
this season. Catlett was awarded Honorable 
Mention All-League this season.
“It was a great accomplishment for us,” 
said Catlett, who had 16 points and even 
rebounds. “We haven’t won the ECAC’s in a 
long time, and we really wanted it.”
In the title game, Montclair seemed 
focused on winning from the very start. 
They quickly jumped out to a 14-9 lead after 
two jumpers by freshman Janelle Biamonte. 
Farmingdale State (21-8) then began to come 
back. With about five minutes left in the half, 
the Rams led 31-30. The Red Hawks took the
lead back and ended the 
half with a 38-36 lead. 
In the second half, the 
Hawks kept a single­
digit lead. Six straight 
free throw shots by the 
Red Hawks gave them 
a double-digit lead. As 
the final seconds ticked, 
it was fitting that both 
Catlett and Machin were 
on the floor.
“Winning the ECAC’s 
was my favorite moment 
here at MSU,” said 
Machin, who scored 
21 points and had 10 
rebounds for her third 
straight double double. 
She averaged 17 points 
and 10 rebounds per game, good enough to 
win her MVP of the tournament. “We worked 
so hard this year, and it was something we 
wanted, needed and deserved. Winning that 
championship was a great way to end my 
career here.”
“It’s going to be tough without them,” said 
freshman Jackie Berry, who was awarded 
the NJAC Rookie of the Week. Berry aver­
aged 11 points and four rebounds per game 
in the three ECAC games. “They are such a 
big part of our team, but they also left pretty 
high standards for our other post players.”
Next year’s squad has much to prove with­
out their two star forwards. The Red Hawks 
have the potential to win the very competi­
tive NJAC. Montclair’s goal w ill be to go to 
the NCAA tournament, where they have not 
been since 1995. When asked to give their 
teammates advice for next year, Catlett and 
Machin said the same thing: “Keep holding
Baseball Drops First Two to Salisbury
Clark Goes 5-for-5 on Saturday, Red Hawks Blown out by Sea Gulls on Sunday
Bobby Melok 
Sports Editor
Red Hawk baseball kicked off the season 
with a two-game set at Salisbury University 
over the week­
end. Coach Norm 
Schoenig and his 
squad were looking 
to get back on track 
with the winning 
ways that earned 
them a fourth place 
finish at the Division 
III World Series last 
May.
However, the Sea Gulls had a different 
plan for the Red Hawks. In the series opener 
on Saturday, Montclair managed to stay 
even with their opponents for the first three 
innings, thanks in part to a triple from third 
baseman Rob Clark, followed up by RBIs 
from catcher Andrew Vicaro and first base- 
man Lou Politan.
Things came apart for the Red Hawks 
in the bottom of the fifth inning. Salisbury 
scored six runs, ending pitcher Tim Stringer’s 
afternoon early and on a sour note.
The Sea Gulls did not let up on reliever 
Enrique Gomez, who only lasted 1.1 innings, 
letting up four earned runs during that time.
Stringer and Gomez combined for 14 ea 
runs in the game, a 15-10 loss for the 
Hawks.
Rob Clark went five-for-five at the 
plate on Saturday with three singles, 
a double and a triple.
Also contributing to the Red Hawks’ 10 
runs on Saturday was Politan, who went 
three-for-four on the afternoon, driving in 
three runs.
Vicaro drove in two for the Red Hawks, 
while outfielder Scott Evangelist hit his first 
home rim of the season in the sixth, scoring 
three runs.
Sunday’s game turned out a lot worse 
for the team. The Red Hawks jumped out 
to an early one-run lead in the top of the 
first, thanks to an RBI single from senior 
designated hitter Jeff Miller.
Despite nine other hits coming through­
out the game, that would be the only run 
Montclair State could manage in the game. 
Starter Kevin Dalton only lasted three 
innings against the Sea Gulls, letting up 
eight runs, four of them earned, while strik­
ing out two batters.
Aside from Miller, Vicaro had a good day 
at the plate, singling in all three of his at- 
bats before being replaced by back-up Mat 
Hartwick.
The Red Hawks find themselves with 
an 0-2 record heading into their long road 
trip over spring break. They take the field 
again on Saturday in the Greater Phoenix 
Invitational. They will take on the 5-1 
Knights of Wartburg College from Iowa.
The next day, Montclair State w ill play 
one of the most important games of the 
season. Their opponents are the Wheaton 
College Lyons.
The last time the two teams met was in
the Division III World Series last year. It 
was the Lyons that ended the Red Hawks’ 
season, defeating them 13-4 in the semifi-
DH Jeff Miller drove in the only 
Montclair State run in Sunday’s game 
against Salisbury.
nals of the tournament. The game is the 
first game of the season for Wheton, so the 
Red Hawks will have three games worth of 
experience over the Lyons.
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